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Abstract

'The question of bow resources shouJd be a1locared between !:he sexes is an old one.

and one that Canadians have often taken to the courtS for resolution. The constirutional

enttenchment of the Canadian ChaneI'" of Rights and Freedoms. in 1982. made it possible

for lhe judiciary to take an even greater role in the debate over equality rights. In late

1993.~ v. &caina came before the Canadian Supreme Coun and brought gender

equaJiry rights w the forefront of public policy debate once again.

Practising lawyer Elizabeth Symes argued thaI. by nm allowing me COSt of her day

care as a tax deduction, the federaJ government was in violation of her equality rights.

Day-<:are COSts, she claimed. were a COSt of doing business. The National Action

Committee on !he Status of Women publx:ly opposed her position. fearing lhat if she won.

the only women to benefit would be diose whose earnings required them to pay income

tax. The Canadian Bar Association, however. defended Symes' position on the grounds

that if day cace were a cost of doing business. it would facilitate the entry of women into

the legal profession. The Minisay of National Revenue argued thal me issue al stake was

_'fie of [aX law, flO( equality. The majority of die Canadian Supreme Coun agreed with the

govemmem's position - mal is me male majority of me Canadian Supreme Coun agreed

with me govemmenL Given mat me two femaJe members of me Coun had dissenred from

the opinion of dleir male counterparts, there was an accusation dw. if me judiciary
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was less male dominated. men women's rights cases would rue better in the courts.

This case, which blatantly divided lawyers. feministS. and me Canadian Supreme

Court, is perhaps the best example in Canadian history of the political questions which are

often raised by feminist judicial action, me women's movement. and male domination of

the legal profession. While the specific issues of me case have been dealt wim by the

courts, the more general questions which it raised will undoubtedly be wim us. as a

society. for a very long time. If there is a lesson to be learned from SJ:.mc,s. v. .&=ina. it

is that Canadian women can not depend on the courts alone in order to improve meir status

in relation to men. Now that there is a constitutional guarantee of equality in place, it is

more important !han ever that women's rights advocates continue to push fOl" more female

representation in all branches and all levels of govemmenL Even though a provision for

equality rights has been put into writing, it remains the responsibility of every Canadian

citizen to ensure that the courts properly enforce this principle.
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CHAPTER 1.0

The context of

~ v. Regina[J 993]



The objective of this thesis is to do an analysis of the politicaJ. social. and

economic issues which were raised by the Canadian Supreme Coun case. Elizabeth Symes

v. Be&iDaU223l. As this case is an excellent eumple of feminist judicial action within the

Canadian political sysrem. this thesis will investigate some of the societal issues which face

the Canadian women's movement. and also Canadian women in general when feminists

decide to use me couns for the advancement of women. However. words like feminist or

feminism can be interpreted ro mean different things ro different readers. Consequently,

this thesis will begin by examining various definitions of these concepts.

1.1 The dermitioD offemin.ism

~Feminism is derived from the larinft'mina. which means woman or female~.

However, in modem usage. ~ ... the word feminist is a label for certain ideas, or people

who hold such ideas". The word generally refers to an ideology and as its Larin roor

suggests. •... the ideology is centted on the position of women in human society ... •

(Dickerson and Aanagan 1994. p.l58). Some comider feminism a relatively new

ideology, but this is not entirely the case. Like adler ideologies such as liberalism.

socialism. conservatism. and natiooaIism. feminism has ilS roots in the seventeenth century

and belongs to the family of ideologies produced by the French Revolution (Dickerson and

Flanagan 1994. p.158).



Bryson (1992) however argues that, .rote term 'feminist' ftrst came inm use in

England during the 18805, indicating suppon for women's equal legal and political rights

with men. It's meaning has since evolved and is still hody debated· (p.l). Of course, as

with any ideology the proponents of feminism often diverge:

Like other ideologies feminism is a family of belief systems with
certain concerns and ideas in common but with many internal
differences. The central concern is easily stated: Whatever their
other disagreements, all feminists begin from the belief that sociery
is disadvantageous to women, systematically depriving lhem of
individual choice. political power. economic opporwniry. and
intelleewal recognition. Within this broad perspective. there are
many schools of thought about the causes of lhis siruation and
remedies for it (Dickerson and Aanagan 1994. p.159).

As a result of the fact dw feminists don't always agree on the causes of inequaliry

or how to achieve equaliry for women. there are a number of different kinds of feminism.

These include liberal, socialist. Marxist and radical feminism. as well as the less well

known culwral. maternal and post modern feminism. Liberal and left wing feminism

came into existence during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Once this

occurred, accoums of unequal rule which had been wriac:n by the less powerful appeared

in public discourse for the rust time. Liberal feminists concentrated on the concept of

equaliry and on the goal of equaJ citize~. such as !he right m participate in the politica!

process. Socialist feminists argued that eradicating the social and economic subordination

of women would aid in the formationofa new sociery. In Marxist feminism, the ·woman

question~ was underslClOd as something dw could be resolved onJy after capitalism had



been transcended. Marxist feminists also believe that class best accounts for women's

condition. By the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Nonh American women

struggled to achieve the right to vote and advanced what has been called maternal

feminism, arguing that their experiences as mothers would bring a new quality 10 politics

(Vickers 1997, pp.89-90).

Obviously societies change over time and as they do, so do ideologies. For

example, radicaJ feminism is very much a product of the twentieth century. -Aller the

Second World War a new form of feminist activism emerges that is Still influential today.

It's difference lay in being mobili.u:d by a radical form of feminist thought thai. asserted

that gender and sexuality were at the core of women's oppression- (Vickers 1997, p.90).

For the purpose of providing a general definition of feminism women's studies

writers have generally been able to find commonalities among the different schools of

thought. Bryson (L 992) defines feminism as, •...any theory or lheorist that sees the

relarionship bet\l.-een the sexes as one of inequality, subordination or oppression. that sees

lhis as a problem of polirical power rather than a fact of narure, and that sees that problem

as important for political theory and practice- (p.2).

According to Mandell and Duffy (1988), -Feminists are individuals who recognize

the importance of (1) understanding women's life elCperiences, and (2) working towards

fuller lives for women (and menr (p.vii). Randall (1994) says that:

...at a minimum feminism involves four assumptions: that women
are important; that they have been systematically subordinated to



male power and interests (although different brands of feminism
would fannulate this differently); that this subordination has in
some sense been rooted in the sexual division of labour within the
family; and thai it is unacceptable (p.6).

For the purposes of this thesis. feminism will be defined as an ideology regarding the

position of women in society. The most centr.l.1 belief is that women are disadvantaged in

relation to men. Feminism also holds that women are sysrematically deprived of political

and economic power. and intellectual recognition. Funhermore. women are in a position

of subordination and oppression which leaves them with fewer individual choices than

males. Finally. feminists believe that this subordination is political rather than biological

and that eradicating me subordination of women can create better lives for men and

women.

Two COnceplS which frequently arise in this discussion of feminism are that of sa

and g~ndu. Like feminism. these are concepts which are open to a variety of

interpretations. Vickers (1997) states that;

Sex identifies biological characteristics. They are differently
expressed in different places and time... How sex is experienced
also varies according to such things as class. race and sexual
orientation. Gender descnbes the social behaviours and roles
societies (and grows within them) assign to men and women
because of their sex. The characteristics of gender therefore. also
vary across cultures and time. although there are some
commonalities. That women bear children is a dimension of sex;
that they are assigned responsibilities for child rearing is dimension
of gender (p.lS).



Vickers combines the concepts of sex and gender and refers ro them jointly as sex/gender.

However. the above definitions will be used for the purposes of this thesis.

l.l1be method of analysis

This thesis is intended ro be a social scientific investigation and the case srudy

melhod of analysis will be used. For me purpose of analysis it has been divided into six

chapters. The first introductory chapter discusses methodology. provides background on

some of the public policy issues wh.ich relate ro women, and generally establishes Sx.au:s

v. &&ina as a legitimate topic for investigation within the fields of politica.l science and

women's swdies. Chapters Two Ihrough Frve are di.scus.sions of some of the more specific

public policy issues which were raised by the case such as equality rights. day-care. and

income tax law. FinaHy, Chapter Six covers the conclusions which can been drawn after

examining the questions which were raised by this case srudy.

As a \\'0«1 of caution to the reader. this thesis should not be oonsidered to provide

legal analysis. The issues covered within are those which are common 10 such. fields as

the social sciences and humanities. The major sources which have been consulted include

newspaper and magazine anieles. feminist newsleaers and journals. and social science

texts. However, some of the sources more commonly used within the field of law have

also been researched. These include legal joumals and periodicals, and of course the

written text of the Supreme Coon decision in~ v.~. What this thesis will



not include is primary research of the texts of all me Canadian Supreme Coon cases

relating to women and me constitution, laX deductions for business persons, or human

rights in general. Such ttseaeeh would more appropriately be presented by a swdem of

law.

1.2.1 Social scientific W9estigatiOO

Generally the purpose of social sciemific investigation is to search for pauerns in

society. "Although social scientists often study motivations that affect individuals. the

individual per se is seldom the subject of social science. We do not create theories about

individuals. only about the nature of group life- (Babbie 1992. p.32). For instance. this

thesis will examine the behaviour of the judges or feminists within a prescribed area of

analysis. that area being Canada.

Social science attempts to measure social behaviour using methods of statistical

analysis which are similar to that of me physical scieoces. ·Ultimately. social scientific

theory aims to determine the logical and persistent patterns of regularity in social lite.

Lying behind that aim is me fundamental assumption that life is regular, not totally chaotic

arxI random. That assumption of c:oune. applies to all science... • (Babbie 1992, p.32). Of

course the physical sciences can geoera.lly create more conuolled laboratory conditions

man those which are available to a social scientist so••... it would appear that the subject

matter of the physical sciences is more regular than that of the social sciences- (Babbie

1992, p.28).



Since dIe end of me Second World War there has been a movement towards using

the social scientific method of investigation. with greater emphasis on systematic

exp1anation. whereas prevlously emphasis had been on description. In me field of political

science lhis has meam~r emphasis on explaining political behaviour rather than

emphasis on describing political instin..tions (Babbie 1992. p.40). However. it is often the

case that the groups being studied are aJso political inscil:Utions. or frequently operate

within them. For instance. judges constitute the instirucion of the Canadian judiciary and

it various COUI1S. Some feminists belong ID feminist political action groups. some of which

have become such a prevalent feature of the Canadian political system. that they are

considered institutions. For this reason both description and sociaJ scientific analysis is

required in this thesis.

1.2.2 1be case study method of researcb

In this thesis there will be both description and systematic analysis using the case

study method. Case studies fal! into the category of social scientifIC investigation which

is typically referred to as field research.•.. fleld research offers the advantage of probing

social life in its nawcal habitat. Although some things can be swdied adequately in

questionnaires or in the laboratory. others cannot. And direct observation in the field lets

you observe subtle communications and other events that might not be anticipated or

measured otherwise- (Babbie 1992. p.288). As will be discussed. there is lack of



quantitative data available regarding the behavlour of women judges for the simple reason

that lhere are so few women judges in lhe Canadian judiciary. However.~ v.

&&inall223l provided an excellent opportUnity to descnbe the differences between the

behaviour of men and women judges of lhe Canadian Supreme Coun because it divided

aJong gender lines in ia decision.

Often. field srudies involve researching the activities of people. ·The subject of a

field study may be specific examples of behaviour. This is the narrowest angle for a study.

If the actions become routinized so that they occur over and over again. then they become

an activity" (Baker 1988. p.23S). For the purposes of the thesis we are examining the

behaviour of me Canadian Supreme Court and its agreement or disagreement wilh the

feminist perspective of a practising woman lawyer. Also we are examining the action

which feminist political action groups are likely to take. and the policies which meyare

likely to support. "Generally, field swdies are concerned with srudying people. In any

field, there are people in it who belong to that field, and others who are only visiting or

who are outsiders to it. What is most socially interesting about people are the complex

types of relationships they have wilh one another"' (Baker L988. p.234). [n this case. the

persons who belong to the field of the Canadian Supreme Court are the judges, while the

lawyers and interveners are the visitors to that field.

Field researcners must take the role of either a participant. an observer, or some

combination of bodl. •... field researchers need not always participate in what they are



studying though they usuaJly will study it directly at the scene of me action. Raymond

Gold ... has discussed four different positions on a continuum of the roles that field

researchers may play in this regard: complete panicipant, panicipant-as-observer.

observer-as panicipant, and complete observer" (Babbie 1992. p.228). For practical

reasons, the researcher in this case will be a complere observer. Only a Supreme Coun of

Canada judge or one of the lawyers involved in dle hearing of the case would be able to

claim that they were providing analysis as a complete participant. Since analysis began

after the Canadian Supreme Coun's decision on the case had already been handed down,

it was impossible to panicipate as an observer or even observe as a panicipant during the

hearing of the case. [nstead the observation must come from reading the text of the actual

decision. news reporu. or scholarly journals. A complete observer is arguably the least

inlrusive of field researchers:

The comptnt: ObSt:TVt:T.. observes a social process without

becoming a pan of it in any way. Quite possibly, the subjects of

study might not realize they are being studied because of the

researcher's unobO'USiveness... Although the uncomplete observer

is less likely to affect what is being studied and less likely to ~go

native~ than the complete participant, he or she is also less likely to

develop a full appreciation of what is being studied. Observations

may be more sketchy and aansitory (Babbie 1992, p.289).

10



Whether die researcher takes on the role of participant, observer, or both. it is

always necessary for him or her to have some basic knowledge about the field of study.

For instanee. it would be poinr..less for a researcher to study a constitutional law case.

without first having some understanding of how the Canadian legal system works. ([ is

necessary for the observer know something of the language that is used in the legal

profession. ~Clearly a field researcher needs to be very knowledgeable about the scene

under study so that the behaviour can be accurately undersrood... What may be important

in field research is that we understand the field we are viewing well enough that we are

able to comprehend what we see. This can be done by trying ro put yourself inro the

environmen[" (Baker t9SS. p.235).

There can be both micro-level and macro-Ievel of analysis. For the purposes of this

thesis both micro-level and macro-Ievel of analysis will be used. This means that the

analysis focuses on the quaJitites or actions of individuals. but also on the larger social

structures or patterns of social relationships (Baker t9SS. pAl. However. for the most

part, the analysis will be macro-level. The micro-level analysis will examen the behaviour

of ttrtain individuals woo are moving within the broader social structure such as Elizabeth

Symes. The Macro-level analysis will examen the written decision of the Canadian

Supreme coun majority and minority in this case. There will be examination of the

institutions referred 10 as the Canadian Supreme Coon and the Canadian judiciary in order

to prov)de a broader perspective on the case. Also the actions of feminist political action

11



groups such as the Women's Legal Action and Education Fund or the National Action

Committee on the Status of Women, will be discussed.

Baker (1988) defines a case study as, -Observational swdies of a single

environment (an organization. a neighbourhood, a public place). Field research is often

based on a single case study~ (p.462). The case study method serves a practical purpose

in scientific research. - Some melhodologists refer to group observational studies and field

research under me heading case srudi~ ... Because observational srudi~ in a field lend to

be intensive and time-consuming, the researcher often narrows research to a single field

(Baker 1988, p.299). If one were to study the entire body of law regarding equality rights

that research would yield a very different type of information. It would give us a picture

of the current legal Slatus of women in this counlry. However, this thesis attempts to

determine why die legal statuS of women exists as it currently does in Canada. Making that

detenninarion requires examining the poli6ca..l. social. and economic factors which affect

the legal staWS of women. The case study method provides rich data regarding a number

of factor.; that come into play when judges are making dedsions on such issues. Political

institutions do not exist in a vacuum, and this thesis examens the context in which the

judk:iary exists. with probing in.-depth analysis of one particular case.

12



1.2.3 Tbe "omeo-c:::eotrec perspective

As will be discussed. the fields of politics, law, and political science have

consistently been dominared by men throughout history. This practice of excluding me

female perspective has been rooted to the beginning of political science as a discipline in

ancient Greece. -Canadian Mary O'Brien (1981) demonstrates that me separation of

women from politics and government had already raken place in the Greek city Slates of

the fifth cemury B.C. and was legitimized by the writings of theorists such as Aristode-

(VICkers 1997. p.24). Feminists argue that this pattern of excluding women has continued:

Conventional political institutions and ideologies were created by
men in an era of snict demarcation between the political and
domestic spheres. Political parties. courts, bureaucracies. and
legislatures aU developed in a context in which women were legally
excluded as political actors. being largely resnicted to domestic
roles. Thus. throughout the past century. women have had to search
for ways to panicipate in institutions created by men and for men
and sttuetured in ways consistent with me life circumstances of a
small Sttata ofdominant men (Vickers. Rankin. and Appelle 1996.
p.xi).

Harding (1994) echoes the argument that political theory has been developed for

the most pan by men and without the benefits of women's input or experiences.•... it has

never been women's experiences that have provided me grounding for any of the meor1es

from which we borrow. It is not women's experiences that have generated the problems

that these tlleories attempt ({) resolve. nor have women's experiences served as me test of

the adequacy of these theories- (p.I7). Today most universities have women's srodies

programs. and most political science departmentS offer courses in feminist political theory,

13



but this SOI1 of analysis is a long way from being pan of the mainstream curriculum.

In order to explain why this exclusion of women from politics and political science

continues today. Vickers (1997) has introduced what she refers to as the women..centred

perspective:

...political science needs to be reinvented lhrough a major infusion
of insights that come from viewing politics and government from a
women-eenIred perspective. Women are still much less likely than
men to be ministers, judges, generals or senior bureaucrats... They
are more likely lO be the ruled chan the rulers. the judged than the
judges. A similar siOJation prevails in the main institutions of civil
soci«y... The difference has given women a perspective on officiaJ
politics that comes from the bottom up and the outside in. And
allhough the situation is changing - quite slowly in some countries,
more quickly in others - the paradigm within which political
science works reflects the many centuries when politics and
government were male activities (p.9).

Every discipline works within its own paradigm and academia, like politics. has

been male dominated. Consequently. most disciplines generally work wimin a paradigm

which fails ro recognize paaiarchy. Politics has also been maJe dominated and this lack of

recognition of the female perspective has definitely been absent from political

science. "From a woman-centred perspective, the central problem with the political science

paradigm is that it fails to recognize the fact that all stare-based potitical systems are

pat:riarcbal - thaI. is. in DO country in the world are women equaJ participants in the

institutions of the state or equaJ beneficiaries in its distribution of power or in the noms

and values sanctioned in law and enforced by those institutions- (p.30).
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Vickers (1997) argues that the reason women remain on the periphery of politics

and political science is thaI. dley continue to operate within a paradigm which considers the

absence of women from governmem as nonnal:

1becemral~n political scienceacc:epc; women's exclusion from
or marginalization in government and the politics of the state as
almost nanuaI is that the paradigm has embedded within it the
cen~d conception lha.1 women should be limited to the private
sphere and excluded from the public one because they lack the
independent rarionaJiry believed to be needed for political decision
making. This idea was challenged by subsequent theories and by
women's activism. which gained them the right to vote. But when
women were admitted to citizenship it was on the same basis as
men, not as saed and gendered women. Most women's lives
differed from most men's, however, making it possible for only a
few privileged women to gain political power. Because women have
had to act like political men [Q panicipale in political decision
making, their presence has effected little change in how political
systems work. And allbough women are by far the largest group of
people excluded this way.. _, political science is lime interested in
the phenomenon that it can explain only with theories of women's
disinterest or their 'deviance' from male norms (pp.30-3l).

This thesis provides critical analysis from the feminist perspective and absolutely

takes into consideration that poliricaJ insriwtions are dominated by men. While much of

the infonnation available was oot written with a women-centted perspective in mind. a

great deal of feminist literature has been consulted.

1.3 Related feminist poUticai action

Chapter Two is titled Related feminiSt Political Actjon in Canada, and provides

a discussion of some of the issues which consistently face the women's movement in
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advancing the status of women through litigation. It also descn1les some of the history of

the women's movement in Canada. The practice of Canadian women taking their concerns

to the courts is not a new one. One of the earliest and best known examples of feminist

judicial action is "'The Pmoos Case-. -In 1928. the Supreme Court of Canada decided that

women were not -persons- who could be summoned to sit as senators. The women who

had brought the case to the Supreme Court appealed its judgement to the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council in London. England, where a favourable ruling was

secured on Ocmber 18. 1929- (Atcheson. Eberts. and Symes 1984. p.l2). Apparently,

the Supreme Coon of Canada's practice of ruling against women's groups is also not a

new ORe.

The period of the analysis in Chapter Two begins in 1960 with the passage of the

Canadian Bill of Rights by the Diefenbaker Parliamem. This chapter also describes the

evolution of me Canadian judiciary's interpretation of gender equality rights prior to the

constitutional enttenchment of women's rights in the Canadian Chaner of Rights and

Freedoms[1982). Also discussed is the involvement of me Canadian women's movement

in the lobby for an improved guarantee of equality dwing the constiQnionai talks of the

early 1980s. This chapter provides the political and historical context in which Sxmcs. v.

.B.ciinaU22J.) was brought to the courts. It attempts to answer the question of where the

women's movement in this country should be focussing its resources - within the

legislative or judicial branches of government.
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TIle consensus among feminists. across Canada. appears to be that it is important

to respond to litigation which threatens legislated protections of women. However. they

also believe it is extremely important roc women to bring lega1 action on behalf of women.

Funhermore. despite the constirutional proteetions provided in the Charter, they also

continue to lobby within the legislative arena:

...women have !lOt chosen the courts as the sole forum in which to
seek advancement of their equality. Women are pressing
governments actively and continually for improvements in laws and
programs. Nor can women conclude from their experience that
governments provide a better forum for their concerns; after all.
governments. like the courts, are unrepresentative and [00 often
unresponsive to women's needs. Because women's disadvantage is
so entrenched, women do not have the luxury of choosing one
forum over the other. The full support of both governments and the
courts is needed for women to take their rightful place in Canadian
socie[y. Women must press for change in both arenas (Brodsky and
Day 1989. pp.3-4l.

Feminists in this countty cypica.lly argue in favour of the banding tOgether of

Canadian women into political action groups. This is an argument which was made by

Elizabeth Symes benelf during the process of preparing for the instirution of the equality

rights provisions in me Charter. "History has taught US that it is in women's best interests

to form coalitions to fight for our rights because if we leave it up to the individual woman

to defend her rights, we wi.ll gel ad hoc results which may well be losses" (Symes and Day

1985, April: p.18). Elizabeth Symes repeated her belief in this particular course of action,

before bringing her own case by actively participating in the formation of the Women's
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Legal Education and Action Fund. a legal defence fund for Charter challenges which

involves itself with equality righlS litigation on behalf of Canadian women.

Also provided in this second chapter is a history of SxJnc,1 v.~.

Perhaps the most controversial argument put fonh was that of the National Action

Commiaee on the Status of Women. This organization publicly held the position that a win

for E1iz2bedJ. Symes would bent:fit only upper class. self-employed lawyer5. In discussing

this issue, the chapter will critically examine claims that the feminist movement is elitist

and consistently unresponsive [() the needs of working class women.

1.4 CoostitutionaJ equality rights

Chapter Two will also discuss the charge that women's rights are and have been

undermined in this country by a white male dominated elitist judiciary. Some feminists

argue that the increased involvement of the courts in human rights debates. since the

institution of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms(19821. has had negative

consequences for the rights for women.. Such aitics claim that men have been using the

Chaner to saike down laws which are beneficial [() Canadian women.

As will be discussed in Chapter Two. contemporary feminist literature in this

country argues that many of the challenges which have been brought have had the effect

of Striking down legislated proteCtions such as the Rape Shield Laws and Unemployment

Insurance benefits for women who have recently given birth to a child. These are benefits
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which attempt w meet the special needs of women which occur as a result of biological

differeoces between the sex.es. Women rights activistS have put a great deal of resources

inm gaining such benefits by lobbying in me legislative arena. However, as will be

discussed in chapter twO, the COW1S do nor: view women as disadvantaged and are presently

treating gender equality claims as if both groups have already achieved equality.

However. no an::ept ex.ists in a vacuum. The way in which the judiciary interprets

equality is partially determined by the social contex.t in which the judiciary exists. The

judiciary is an instirution in which decisions are made by human beings. As was Slated by

feminist writer Audrey Doerr. "beyondjudiciaJ interpretation. sociaJ and economic factors

will also impinge on the meaning and relevance of women's rightS as expressed in the

Chaner. It is one thing ro have rightS emrerdled in a constitution. it is another to ex.ercise

those righe> in any particular socioeronomicconteXt" (1984. 9[21: p.3?). This theme from

Chapter Two, is ex.panded on in the nex.t chapter. which ex.plains that there are a variety

of ways for the judiciary to interpret coocepts such as equality and discrimination.

Tided ConsrinJrional Equality Riehm, Chapter Three moves from the general topic

of feminist politicaJ action to che specific constiwtionaJ issues which were involved in

Sxmcs. v.~. The chapter begins by describing the evolution of the concept of

equality. and the various approaches to protteting equality and civil rights. The facts and

issues of~ v.~ will be discussed as they were viewed by the Canadian
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Supreme Coon. Also. the application of constitutional equality rights in this particular

case. by the Canadian Supreme Court Justices. will be provided in detail.

Elizabeth Symes claimed that by not allowing the full deduction of her nanny's

salary. as a cost of doing business, the federal government had violated her conslinnional

right to gender equality under section 15 of the Charter. Chapter three discusses the

opinions of both the male and female judges in relation to the Chaner issues and reveals

what is perhaps the most interesting aspect of this case - the division of the highest coon

in the land along gender lines, with the male members of the Coun opposing the position

taken by Elizabeth Symes, and me twO female members of the Coun deciding that day

care costs should be tax deductible as a cost of doing business. The question arose as to

whether the gender composition of me Canadian Supreme Coon could possibly account

for their differing opinions. In examining lhis issue. the question of whether or not the

opinions of female judges are generally different from the opinion of their male

countetpaCtS. However. since there are few \1oumen judges. compared to the number of

male judges. there is an unfortunate lack of quantitative empirical data to aid us in

answering this question. This lack of information tells us that there is a need for research

on the alleged differences between me opinion of male and female judges.

This particular case also brought the judiciary into the realm of dealing with those

factors which affect women's entry into the legal profession. Obviously, there are many

forces that detennine whether or not women chose to enter, or if they will be accepted by
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the fiek! of law. Undoubtedly, some of those factors are social, as well as economic. and

this thesis will aaempt co address the question of the roles that economic factors and social

conditions play in detennining whether women enter the paid labour force. and

specificaJly. whether or not they enter the field of law. 1lle issue of how the distnbution

of wealth in this rountry affects the roles that women play in our society goes to the very

heart of what lawyers were arguing in this case. The women's movement has consistently

argued that:

Women are more likely to be poor than are men. Much of women's
poverty is linked to the labour markel; because they experience low
wages and unstable employment, their incomes are lower than
men's. But women's poverty is also associated with numerous other
faclors. especially their unpaid domestic and child-eare work as
mothers and wives (Gunderson and Muszynski 1990. p.3).

1.5 Day-c::are and women in the paid labour force

One of the purposes of this thesis is to establish that a link exislS between social

conditions and women's entry intO the paid labour force. Understanding it requires. among

other things, a knowledge of day..care in this country. Chapter Four, titled~

wpmen in The paid labour forte, explores the general history of women's entty into the

paid labour force after the industrial revolution, and the consequenl evolution of day care

in the modem indusaialized world l
• Evidence will be presented to show that in Canada it

l~ an::epl of the modem indusnialized world, for the purposes of this thesis. refers to

Canada, the United Stares. and the industrialized countries of western Europe:.
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is typically females who are responsible for the care of children. AJ a result of many

factors in this.society, the roles which women play in child bearing and childcare limit the

amount of time they can conrribute to the paid labour force. Evidence was presented in

SxIncs. v. B.c.&ioaU22ll in an attempt to prove this argument. The information provided

to the Canadian Supreme Court by Dr. Patricia Annsrrong will be discussed in Chapter

Four.

This chapter will also discuss topics such as availability and afford ability of

childcare in this counay. and me consequences for the StaDJS of Canadian women.

Historically, there has been a relationship between the availability and afford ability of

day-care, and the roles played by women in any particular society. For instance. in the

United States during the 19405, - ...a wartime economy opened millions of high paying

industrial jobs to women, and governments even began to offer minimal day-care and

housing assistmee" (Faludi 1991. pp.5 L-52). The situation has been similar in communist

countries such as the former Soviet Union:

Quicldy after coming to power, communist governments legislated
legal equality between men and women and also made effortS to
destroy 'the monogamous family as the economic unit of society'.
Women were encouraged, indeed virtually required, to take paid
employment outside the home. Inexpensive and publicly operated
day<are facilities were made easily available to facilitate women's
enay inro the labour force (Dickerson and Aanagan 1994, p.I65).

h seems to be a universal trend that when females are needed in the work place.

governments find a way of providing for the care of their children.
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"£be availability of day-care is increasingly relevant to the statuS of women in the

western indusaialized world. EquaJly relevant are the number of households which are

headed by women. Allover the world, families that are run by single mothers are usuaJly

among the poorest:

.,.women's poverty also springs from the complex interplay of
facton such as divorce and separation and their unique roles as
mothers. homemakc:rs. care givers. and nunurer. These social
factors place limitations on the paid work that women have been
offered or permitted [Q do. and they are one explanation given for
the discriminatory practices of employers (Gunderson and
Muszynski 1990. p.9).

As was stated by Gunderson and Muszynski (L990), -The segregation of women into

lower-paying occupations is a.lso an important reason for their low pay relative to men's-

(p.93). This phenomenon is referred to as me feminization of poverty:

The term -femini:nrion of poverty- was fll'lt used by Diana Pearce
in 1978 to describe a basic condition lhat was emerging in the
United States (and Canada) over me 19705. Women were entering
the labour force in increasing numbers. they were me supposed
beneficiaries of afflrmative action policies and strategies. and mey
were making significant inroads in the professions. Yet me number
of women in poverty was also increasing, and at a much greater rate
than for men (Gunderson and Muszynski 1990. pp.8-9).

In this country parents are forced to cope with a lack of available day-care by

leaving their children in informal day-care siruations which mey consider to be less than

adequate. The government already plays a role in this area by establishing provincial

sl3lX1ards which must be met by day--care centres before they open for business. However.

many feminists would argue that governments do not do nearly enough (0 ensure that the
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adequate number of spaces to care for children are provided. As a result. the women's

movement lobbies government for better day-care arrangementS of all kinds. especially a

universal day-<:are system at the national level.

1.6 locome tax law

Chapter Five, titled Income Tax law, will set the Symes case in itS economic

context with a discussion of Canadian taXation law, specifically examining relevant

sections of the [ncome Tax Act. The argument will be made that in the Canadian political

system it is often women who are the losers in an elitist. out of date. regressive taXation

system. Class discrimination is present and the growing number of women who are of low

economic status are the greateSt losers of alL As was pointed out in the discussion of

Chapter Four, families that are headed by single women tend to be among the poorest and

discriminatory taxation ptaerices add to the burden. To prove that class discrimination does

in fact exist, current taXation regulations will be examined. For example. the fact that self

employed individuals were able to deduct 80 percent of their entertainment costs as a

business expense will be discussed at the time of the Coon's bearing of~ v.

~.

Elizabeth Symes' claim that it is mainly women who bear the social cosrs of day

care in this country, was fully accepted by even the male majority of the Supreme Coun.

Yet the majority also ruled that Symes did not also establish that it is mainly women who
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bear the economic costs of day-care. The majority decision left open the possibility that

a woman of lower income with a different evidentiary focus might bring a successful coun

challenge. It is however the position of dlis thesis that a tax deduction is not me most

effective way to help low income parents. This thesis will also argue that the Income Tax

Act should continue to come under scrutiny as a document which was written mainly by

elite white males and which does !lOt meet the needs of working class families in Canada.

1.7 Conclusion

This thesis will provide a social scientific investigation of some of the social.

politica1. and economic issues relating to the Canadian Supreme Court case £liz.abclb.

Symes. v. Rc&ioaLl22Jl. In order to accomplisb this goal. the case study method of field

research will be used. 'The purpose is to examen the context in which the case occurred and

not: to provide legal analysis on all cases relating to constiwtionaJ equality or taxation.

The argument will be made that !he Canadian women's movement should continue

to press for the advancement of women in both the legislative and judicial arenas. It is

especially important to achieve more female representation in the legislative. executive.

and judicial branches of government. Laws are often made which have negative

consequences for women. and they remain 1es5 powerful and economically disadvantaged

compared to tlleir male counterparts. Also. as women are relatively new to the public
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sphere, we as a society have not teamed to provide properly for the needs of the working

mother.

This case may not be the final opponunity of the Canadian Supreme Court to make

public policy on the issue of who should pay for day.care. Undoubtedly. mis will not be

the last time that the Canadian political and legal systems are called into question as

institutions which can DOt possibly meet the needs of Canadian women in a modem world.

Many children will continue (0 require better day.care. and me work of women will most

likely continue to be undervalued as well as underpaid. This thesis argues that much work

remains to be done. even in a wes~m indusaialized countty such as Canada.
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CHAYfER2.0

Related feminist political action

in Canada



2.1 The Bill or Jlicbts

One of the most significant constirutional changes to occur in Canada in recent

decades has been Ute enttench.ment of the Canadian Charter of Righl3 and Freedoms( 19821.

Leading up to the early 19805. Canadian women's organizations had been less than content

with Canadianjurisprudeoce regarding gender equality_ The Canadian Bill of Rights was

passed by the Diefenbaker parliament in 1960 (Van Loon and WhittingtOn 1987. p.llS),

and contained within it a guarantee of equality rights.

2.2 Gender equality rights prior to 1982

As late as the 1970s, when the Anprnc:y General of Canada v. Lavelle and Bedard

came before the highest rourt in a challenge (() the Indian ACt, the ruling of the Canadian

Supreme Coon was thaI equality before the law meant only equality in the adminisuation

of the law. -The actual substaIlCe of me law couJd discriminate between men and women.

as long as the law was applied by its administrators in an even handed way· (Atcheson.

Eberts. and Symes 1984. 1'.15). A similar ruling occurred in 1976 when Stella Bliss

challenged the Unemployment Insurance Act because it did not apply to her when she was

fired because she became pregnant. Despite the fact lhat she had worked the required

number of weeks she did not quaJify for unemployment insurance and the amount of time

required to quaJify for pregnancy benefits was longer. Ms. Bliss charged that the effect of

this rule infringed her equality rights because only women could get pregnant. The
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Supreme Coon ruled that there was no infringement, even though only women could

become pregnant. The court held that the discrimination was the result of nature and not

the law (Atcheson, Ebens and Symes 1984, pp.20-21). Once again it was ruled that there

was no discrimination because women were being treated as equals in relation [Q each

other, even if women were not being a-eated as equals in relation to males.

2.2 Tbe lobby for coostitutional entreochment

Lavelle and Bedard and the Stella Bliu cases were especially important because the

definition of equality which the courts had applied was one of equality between women,

but not equality between women and men. This was precisely what women's righlS

advocates had hoped to avoid with the constitutionally entrenched Canadian Chaner of

RighlS and Freedoms[t982j. The courts would no longer be able [Q fall back on the

principle of parliamentary supremacy in their reluctanCe [Q sa-ike down discriminatory

legislation.

On June 14, t980 there was an executive meeting of me National Action

Committee on the Status of Women. The minuteS of this meeting reported that Jean

Chretien, then Minister of Justice, was unsympathetic to the National Action Committee's

request for funding for constitutional research. A sub comminee was srruck by the

executive. in order to work on constitutional issues over the summer. Reponedly. the

Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women was planning a national meeting of
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women's organizations for September. -Research papers had been commissioned: the

oopics to be covered included the following; the possible effects of an entrenched Charter

on women. in general, and on affirmative-action initiatives. in particular; family-law

jurisdiction; Indian rights for 'non-swus' Indian women; and the effects of multiple

jurisdictions on the provision of government services for women- (Vickers, Rankin. and

Appelle 1996. p.lll).

The Trudeau government put forward a draft Chaner in the aurumn
of 1980. SeveraJ sections of the draft Charter did not differ
significantly from the old Bill of Rights. The government held
months of public hearings. which gave dozens of interest groups
the chance 10 offer suggestions for improvemenL Chief among these
groups was the Ad Hoc Comminee of Women on the Constirution,
a network of feminist lawyers and activists that was brought
together by the effon to improve the draft section IS (the equality
clause) ... The Ad Hoc Committee also succeeded in inserting
section 28 on gender equality into the Charter (Macivor 1996.
pp.176-177).

A draft of the Charter was tabled in me House of Commons. In section 15 the word

-equal- was inserted befon: the word -protection-. Yet suspicion remained among

feminists who knew the histOry of the courts in dealing with equality issues. Women's

groups continued a strenuous lobby effon for the insertion of the word before as well as

u.nder the law before the word equal in section IS (Brodsky and Day 1989. p. L5). This

language was lifted directly from the Fourteenth Amendment of the American

Constitution. in order to encourage the use of American jurisprudence in lhe interpretation

of the words -Equal Pnxtction- (The Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women
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1980, p.7). This wording would provide a guarantee of social equaJity. whereas the

existing Canadian Bill of Rights provided only formal equality. The principle of fonnal

equality held only that no bmlCh of rights existed as long as all women were treated equal

in relation to each other. and not necessarily in relation to males (Greene 1989. p.163).

However. the wording of the Chaner was the same wording used in the American

consriwtionaI guanmeeofequality. and the princ:iple ofsociaJ equality was being applied

in American jurisprudence .

Canadian women had been granted the equivalent of the American equaJ rights

amendment (ERA), under section 28 of this draft of the Charter - something which their

American counterparts had failed to achieve. Of course there is a different style of

government in that country. ~Section 28, it was conceded, gave Canadian women an

advamage their American sisters did not have... • (R.azack 199L, p.39).

Concerns still remained as to how the Canadian courtS would interpret the

improved guararnee of equaJity rights which had been provided in this draft of die Chaner.

It would be easy for the courts to defeat an attempt to gain new rights by ruling that the

differences between the two groups were not adverse (R.uack 1991, p.39). On the other

hand, the Charter could be interpreted in ways that would make it the best and most far

reaching guarantee of equality anywhere in the world:

...section 15(1) guarantees the "equal benefit of the law". which
according to Anne Bayfesky makes it one of the most far-reaching
equality clauses of any modern bill of rights. If this clause were
taken in its rigid and literal sense, it would seem to imply a very
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radical theory of numerical equality that would enfortt absolute
equality in the provision of services and benefits. However, ... no
right in the Charter can be considered absolute, and judges are
usually reluctant to apply legal principles the results of which are
markedly out of step with popular expectations (Greene 1989,
pp.l64-l65).

Another draft version of the Charter was complete by the spring of 1981. but the

process of constitutional negotiations bad stalled:

The governments of Quebec. Newfoundland. and Manitoba had
asked their Supreme Courts to rule on ilie legality of the Trudeau
governments plan to paaiate the constitution unilaterally. The
British North America Act of 1867, the constitution of Canada, was
actually British law. It had not been replaced by a Canadian-made
(or ·pattiated~) constitution because Canada did not have a formula
for amending lhe constitution. After a meeting of the federal and
provincial governments ended in failure in September 1980.
Trudeau had decided to proceed without provincial consent: he
would present a new constitution to the British Parliament and ask
them to pass it into law. This wooJd legally lI'anSfer control over the
Canadian constitution to the Canadian Parliament. So dle three
provinces decided [Q try to stop the Trudeau government's unilateral
paaiation plan by appealing to the Supreme Coun for a ruling on its
legality. The Supreme Court ruled in September 1981 that although
the federal government's plan was strictly legal. it violared
constitutional convention. It pushed the federal and provincial
governments back to the bargaining table, where they struck a deal
in November. 1981 (Maclvor 1996, p.l77).

Prime Minister Trudeau was in the position of needing to make concessions with the

provinces, so in a deal with aJi of the provinces except Quebec, he accepted an amending

formula for the new constitutional document which had been proposed by dle premiers.

Trudeau also reluctantly accepted a ~notwithstanding~ clause in section 33. According to

the terms of section 33. the Canadian Parliament or a provincial legislature can pass laws
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which conflict with particular scctioos of the Charter. "The law must contain a declaration

that it is adopted 'notwithstanding' the Charter, and it can only remain in force for five

years before it must be renewed- (Maclvor 1996, p.I71).

The notwithstanding clause in section 33 of the Charter created a great deal of

concern among feminist organizations. as did the fact that civil rights were [0 be subject

[0 reasonable limits under section 1 of the Charter. -Immediately the Ad Hoc Commiuee

swung into action lobbying MPs and premiers for one intense week. Finally the first

ministers who bad signed the deal agreed [0 n:open it, in order to make sure that the

gender equality clause could not be overridden by Parliament or a proviociallegislarure

(Maclvor 1996. pp.lTI-178).

The greateSt gain came on November 24. 1981, when Jean Chretien. still Minister

of Justice. publicly announced that the provinces and federal government had agreed to

remove me application of !he override clause to the equal rights amendment of Section 28

(Brodsky and Day 1989. p.I?).

2.4 1982 - 1985

The argument that constinnional entrenchments of civil rights would lead to the

- Americanization- of the Canadian judicial system was a commonly uwj argument against

the Charter. It was felt that such a document would tie the hands of the elected legislature,

by putting oenain libenies beyond their powers of law making. The un..elected judiciary,
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on the other hand. would gain the power to act agai~t the legislature. Under a

co~tiwtionally entrenched guacanree of civil rights, such as the Chaner. the courtS

become the final check against legislative interference with such rights, as proteCted by

the constiwtion. Without an entt'tnched Charter of Rights. the Canadian Supreme Coun's

limited powers consisted of determining which areas of legislative jurisdiction belonged

to which level ofgovernment, now !he appointed courts would actually have me power to

legislate themselves.

With the Chaner finally in place, there was to be a three year moratorium on me

application of section 15 during the period between 1982 and L985. This was meant to

provide the federal and provincial governments with an opportunity to bring existing

legislation in-line with the new civil rights document.

Feminists were aware that if women were going to bring anti-discrimination cases.

then funding would be required. Elizabeth Symes herself panicipated in the fonnation of

the Women's Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF).

LEAf has had great success in achieving "intervener status~ in some of the most

important cases involving women's righlS. "An intervener is a party that is not one of the

original litigantS but that has some stake in the outcome of the case and can present the

court with useful evidence" (Greene 1989, p.169). Some of these cases include 1lo.rmvm

v. The Annmcy Genera! for Canada (abortion), Scaboyer and Gayme v. &e&ina (the Rape
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Shield law), and Mark Andrews v. Thc law Sncicly pf British Columbia (judicial

interpretation of equality).

2.S Back1ub in the coW1s

Unfortunately. like many of the advances that have been made fix women. the

equality rights pl'OllCtions in the Charter I1ave wmed OUt to be less lhan was hoped for by

the women's rights activists who influeoced the drafting of the Constitution Act(19821. due

to the effects of judicial interpretation as well as social and economic factors. ~Beyond

judicial interpretation. social and economic factors will also impinge on the meaning and

relevance of women's rights as expressed in me Chaner. It is one thing to have rights

entrenched in a constirution, it is another to exercise lhose rights in any paniculac

socioeconomic context" (Doerr, 1984.9(2): p.35).

The Charter has not worlred out to be all that women's rights activists had hoped.

-TIle news is not good. Women are initiating few cases and men are using me Charter to

strike back at women's hard won prorection and benefits- (Brodsky and Day 1989. p.3).

The resuh of mis is dJat women's groups are better served by putting their funds into

lobbying as opposed to judiciaJ action. Unfortunately. me monetary resources of feminist

political action groups. such as LEAF, are being eaten up answering litigation brought by

men. "Men have initiated more than three times as many sex equality challenges as women

have. Many of men's challenges are to legislative protection and benefits such as rape law
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reform and unemployment insurance pregnancy benefits. which women have fought for

in the political arena- (Brodsky and Day 1989. p.66).

One excellent example of this point is the Canadian Supreme Court case

Scaboyr:rlGayrne v. .Rc&ina. tn this case. twO men had been accused of r.lpe and proteSted

that their right to a fair trial had been infringed by a provision in the criminal code known

as the rape shield law. This law prohibited the use of a victim's sexual hiswry as evidence

during a aial in which the defendant had been accused of sexual assault (Raz:ack L991.

p.5S).

The lawyers for Seaboyer and Gayme argued lhat their clients'
rights to a fair aial. enshrined in sections 7 and ll(d) of the
Charter. were violated by dIe rape shield rules. Their defences were
based on mistaken belief. meaning that they honestly thought the
victim had consented to sexual activity, and that this honest belief
was founded on the previous sexual histories and reputations of the
victims. By excluding these histories and reputations from evidence.
they argued the r.lpe shield laws made it impossible for them (0

present their defence, thus denying them a fair trial. In addition.
$eaboyer's defence resled on the ctaim that the victim had had sex
with another man JUSt before the alleged rape. which meant that the
physical evidence used against him might IIOl have been valid
(Madvor 1996. pp.180-181).

The rape shield law was deemed to violate male equali[y rights under the same

sections of the Charter which women's groups had lobbied for during patt"iation talks in

the early 1980s. In 1991. the Canadian Supreme Coon upheld the COUrt of appeal decision

which had struck down the rape shield law with seven of the nine justices holding that

section 276 of the Canadian Criminal Code had the potential to exclude otherwise
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admissible evidence that may be highly relevant (Q the defence. Justice Claire L'Heureux-

Dube. one of the judges who dissented in~ v. Rc&iDaU22JJ, and Justice Charles

Gonthier argued that. - .. .in order to achieve fairness and (Q conduct trials in accordance

with fundamental tenets of aiminallaw. this provision {the rape shield] must be upheld

inatl its vigour- (Maciver 1996. p.18l). This case ilIusttarts perfectly how men have used

the Charter in order (Q strike down legal protection which women's groups had previously

fought for and won in the political arena.

The courts are not inclined to view women as disadvantaged. At present - ... the:

courts are rreating women's sex equality claims and men's sex equali[)' claims as if both

groups already have equality... • (Brodsky and Day 1989. p.93). Pan of the blame for this

problem falls on the fact that the judicial system. as a policy making body. is hardly

representative of the Canadian population:

By and large. judges are white. middle class men with DO direct
experience of disadvantage. And the COurts. it had been argued. are
not known agents of change....women and other disadvanraged
groups would be wise to put their effortS imo the democratic
system, trying to change conditions of disadvantage through
political rather than legal means (Brodsky and Day 1989. p.3).

This is in line with Dunn's work OlOidbm Political 1)eb,JI¢S (1994). Dunn srates that:

Judicial review is inherently prorective of the statUS quo. Judicial
review of rights therefore can be expected (Q involve the
justification of already existing privileges. Certainly women.
labour, and various social action groups have seen little cause lO

celebrate since 1982. Corporations on the other hand, have
benefited from Chaner·based, coon decisions (p. LOO).
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Fommarety. as the women's groups of the early eighties had hoped, the couru did

evenhlaUy rethink: definition of equality. Like many legal challenges regarding equality,

the landmark: case was brought by a male. Mark. David Andrews. Andrews was a non

Canadian citizen, and sought ro have a regulation of the Law Society of British Columbia

struck. down under section lS. The reguJation, which me Canadian Supreme Court

eventually declared lO be discrimioarory, provided that a lawyer such as Mr. Andrews.

who was not a Canadian citizen, could not be a practising member of the Law Society.

After making it ro the Supreme Court of Canada.. Andrews did win his case. However, the

six assenting judges disagreed on how the concept of equality should be interpreted.

Undoubtedly, the most notable interptetation was that of Judge Mcfnttye. who

explicitly rejected the notion of fonnal equality which the coun had held under the

Canadian Bill of RighlS[l960l. Mclntrye felt that the principle of fonnal equality could be

used ro justify the Nu.renburg laws of Adolf Hitler. Acoording to the Nu.renburg laws. it

did not: matter how certain groups (such as Jews. Gypsies, and homosexuals)were bdng

aeau:d as long as they were being tteared equally in relation ro odler members of me same

group. The same was uue of the guarantee of equality in the Canadian Bill of RighlS[t9601

as long as the word equality was interprered by the Courts fa mean fonnaJ equality. Justice

McIntyre rw:>ted how me American Supreme Coun had rejected this principle in .aanm v.

The Board Of Educatjon. The Canadian Supreme Court had made a similar ruling in

~ v. &t&iDa, dun'ng the era of the Canadian 8iU of RighJs(l9fj()j. and he
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acknowledged that the Owlc:r was meant to signal a broader definition of equality (Greene

1989. pp.I65-169).

Although the Women's Legal Action and Education Fund (LEAF) has been

successful in achieving intervener status on many cases involving equality rights, there

remains much work to be done if women's rights are to be properly protteted. Despite the

fact that some women's groups appear 10 have a high success rate for winning cases. this

can be quite misleading. Often lEAF will agree to fund onJy those cases which they have

the greatest chance of winning. Women's groups rarely have the same level of

opportunities as their male oounterpam to choose the timing and context in which they will

make their arguments (Razack 1991. p.128). That is why••...even if the results of the

interveners are positive and the damage of men's sex equality challenges minimized,

i~ pro-active sttategic litigation by women will be required if women are to make

positive gains" (Brodsky and Day 1989. p.93). Also, "Success is seldom categorical since

decisions may come to the right conclusion for the Mong reasons, and it is the reasons

themselves that will matter in precedent- (Razack 1991. p.128).

While~ v. .Rc&inaU22JJ was making its way to the Canadian Supreme Coun.

during the early 19905. the question of whether or not it was necessary to have more

women involved in the practice of law became important. at least in legal circles, and led

to Supreme Coun justice Benha Wilson being chosen to head the Canadian Bar
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Association's task force into gender bias in the IegaJ profession (Woodard 1993. Sepl.6:

p.JO).

Wilson was the first woman appointed to the Canadian Supreme Coun and was

well known for her liberal feminist leanings. The Canadian Bar Association spent

approximately S4OO.ooo on the gender bias panel. which ultimately provided 250

recommendations. In essence these recommendations reponed the reluctance of large.

influential law firms to provide for die demands of family life for women. Wilson's report

suggesred penalizing those finns which do not make it possible for lawyer·mothers to have

both a 20 percent shorter work week. and still be promoted at the same rate as their male

counterparts. The repon aJso demanded afftrmative action for female law srudents. and

mandatory gender seruiitivity courses for judges (Woodard 1993, Sepl.6: p..30).

At that time women constitured only 27 percent of practising lawyers. and 28

percent of law professors. Also. females were 50 percent of the studentS in law schools.

and it was projected. based on the rates of growth that were current at that time. that lhe

nwnber of female lawyers would match lhose of males by the year 2CKJO (Woodard 1993.

SepL 6, p.JO).

However. it would be interesting to see the reasons given by those lawyers who

choose not to practice law. It would be interesting to know the percentage of male versus

female lawyers who -drop out- of the legal profession. and to examine these numbers in

relation to the number of children whose care they are responsible for. [t cannot be
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assumed that just because women are entering law school at rates similar to their male

counrerp:ans. the gender gap in the legal profession wilJ disappear, particularly if women

tend 10 leave the profession at a higher rare than men.

2.6 Elizabeth Symes ....~

Undoubtedly, no one single case has brought the issue of male dominance in the

Canadian legal profession to the forefront of public debate more than~ v. &aiDa:

2.6.1 The facts

This passage. which was published by The YaDCQIIvr:r Sun as the case made its way

10 the Canadian Supreme Court describes the circumstanees involved:

Symes is a lawyer and her husband is a computer programmer.
They hired a nanny to look after their two daughters. now seven
and II, when they were preschoolers in the 1980s. Symes Died to
claim four years of the nanny's salary - between SI0.075 and
S13,359 each year as a business expense that she could deduct from
her income tax. Revenue Canada refused and instead allowed onJy
the standard personal deduction that: any parent can claim for child
care. That was $1.000 per child in the early 19805; it has since
risen to $4,000 for each child under six and $2.000 for older
children. A lower court said Symes should be able to deduct her
nanny's full saJary. But the Federal Court of Appeal ovenumed the
decision (1993. March 3: p.Al).

According to The Globe and Mail, ·Revenue Canada allowed Ms. Symes (0 claim

the deductions foc two years, but later changed its mind and tOld her that child care must

be considered a personal expense. rather than a business expense. under tax law· (1991,
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June 20: p.A2). The govenunent asserted that since the legislators had already provided

a child care deduction under section 63 of the Income Tax Act, the COSt of a nanny's salary

could not be considered a business expense under section 9 of the Income Tax Act. Symes

held lhat laX law should be adapted lO a changing soc:iecy where the cost of childcare

presented barriers lO women's full participation in the economy (1991. June 20: p.A2).

She challenged this issue under sections 15 and 28 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms(19821, in the Federal Coun of Canada.

2.6.2 Chronology or e'f'eDts

In 1972 the Fedetal Government adopted section 63 of the Income Tax Act which

allowed parems (whether salaried or self-employed) lO deduct childcare expenses up to a

stipulated maximum per child. In 1982. Elizabeth Symes. a practising lawyer with a

husband and two daughters. Ms. Symes hired Ms. Simpson as a nanny [Q provide full time

in-home care for her childttn at the yearly rate of S13,359. The maximum allowable

deduction was raised periodically so that by 1985 the maximum deduction allowed was

$2000 per child. The rota! allowable deduction available lO Symes in 1985 would have

been $4.000, or 30 percent of h.er child care costs (Macklin 1992. 5(20): p.499).

However, Ms. Symes decided lO tty deducting the cost of her day-care under sub

sections 9 and L8(L) of the Income Tax Act. The government argued that lO allow the

deduction as a cost of doing business would go against the intentions of the legislature.
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Symes challenged this~n in the Federal Cowt of Canada. Key was the issue of

determining what. may qualify as profit for the purpose of de:lermining a w: deduction. For

onJy when income has been deemed profit. can a taxpayer claim deductions as a cost of

doing business. "Section 9 of the Act defines the annual taxable income from business as

"profit". and section 18(t) provides that in computing income. no deduction shall be made

except for outlays or expenses incurred ~ ... for me purpose of gaining or producing income

from the business" (Symes(t993l. tlO: pp.499-S(0).

Symes won her case at the aia.I division. Writing for the coun was Justice Cullen

woo enmined the very aucial question of what exaetly qualifies as "profit~. He held that

for the purposes of determining whether or not something qualifies as a business expense.

it must meet the following crilUia. ~(l) it must be in accordance with ordinary commercial

principles and business practice. having regard to the circumstances to each case; and (2)

it must be made or incUITed for the purpose of gaining and producing income from lhe

business~ (Symes[I9931. ItO: p.48J).

"The decision~. he said. -was acceprable according to business principles which

include the development of intellecwal capital. the improvement of productivity. the

provision of services to clients and making available the resource she sells. namely her

time" (Symes[I9931. ItO: p.478). [n examining section 63 of the Income Tax Act Justice

Cullen found that this section had been enacted· ... to facilitate the entry of women into

the labour force. thereby promoting economic equality between the sexes as well as
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providing relief for low income families~ (Symes[I9931 110: p.478).

Justice Cullen concluded that because a nanny's salary was deductible under section

9 of the Income Tax Act. then section 63 could not prevent the deduction. He also

provided an analysis of the case under section 15 of the Charter. holding that section 15

thus applied [() part of the 1985 taxarioo year and fD the subsequent tnation years. Justice

Cullen, relying on the decision of the Supreme Coun of Canada in~ v. .l..a.w.

Scx;icrv of British Cplumbia U2.82l concluded that me Minister of National Revenue. by

refusing the appellant's deduction, was creating her differently from other taXpayers with

expenses that are considered necessary to generate business income (Symes[ 19931, ItO:

p.'?S).

The government appealed the decision to the Canadian Federal Coun of Appeal

which reversed the decision of the lower coon. Writing for the coon. Justice Decary:

...dismissed the argument that the eltistence of a legal obligation w
care for children was a reason for allowing child care expenses to
be deducted as a business expense. According [0 him. this
obligation. imposed equally on both sexes. was a "narural
obligation- which affected. parenlS at all times. since '[t)he law does
not impose an obligation on me [appellant) [() look: after her children
because she is operating a business' (Symes[I993J, 110: p.479).

Also included in the decision of Justice Decary was a statement w the effect that the

Income Tax Act had been amended many times w take intO account social and economic

change (Symes(I993), 110: p,4SO). This decision at the trial level of the Federal Coun of

Canada was overtUrned. by the appellate level of the Federal Coun of Canada.



Apparently, the judges of the Irial and appellate division of lhe Canadian Federal

Court viewed Ms. Symes with different pairs of glasses. The ttia.I judge saw a self

employed woman slanding next [Q a self-employed man, while the judges at the Coun of

Appeal saw a self-employed woman standing next [Q a salaried woman. Symes was

disadvanlaged because of her gender. However she was also privileged by her class. The

appeal counjudges obviously felt she was using her status as a business woman to ay and

gain benefits over a salaried women. [n fact. the appeal coon judges at l:his level indicated

that allowing the business deduction would have been achieved at l:he expense of salaried

women (Mac.ldin 1992,5(20): p.508).

TIle case evenwaJly reached and was decided by l:he Canadian Supreme Coun. [n

an astounding conclusion to the case, the coun split along gender lines. The seven male

judges ruled in opposition to tax deductible day care for business persons on the basis that

all:hough women clearly paid the social costs of being responsible for childcare. this was

not necessarily an indication that women paid the financial cost of childcare. The Income

Tax Act could deal only wil:h financial questions. Even though the majority was not

required to deal with the question of equality, Justice lacobucci did provide anaJysis of

section 15(1) of the Charter. He, again. saw Symes not as a woman but as a married

woman lawyer. As a member of an elite profession, she could not be considered

disadvantaged. However, Iacobucci did point out that perhaps a single mother making the

same claim might have been more successful.
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The two female judges, favouring Symes's position. were willing [Q allow the

deduction under ss.9 and 18(1). Section 63, they argued. had been implemented for the

purpa;e of being fair [Q working parents. Denying a tax deduction of day-eare costs as a

cost of doing busirai would also be going against the intentions of Parliament. They also

believed that not allowing the deduction would violate the equality rights of women

entrepreneurs as they were members of an historically disadvantaged group.

Throughout me countty. some posed the question of whether white male judges

could ttu1y understand the plight of the disadvantaged. In spite of aspirations to objectivity.

undoubtedly a person's perspective is detennined by their background. With the

entrenchment of the Canadian Chaner of Rights and Freedoms in 1982. and a major role

for the courts in eslablishing public policy on human rightS issues. these questions were

now more important dIan ever.

2.6.3 The issues

It is the responsibility of lawyers and judges to take complex social issues and

break them down into their components. The lawyers fix EIizabeth Symes claimed that the

issue was discrimination under s. 15(1) of me Charter. The government claimed that the

issue was whether or not the cost of day-care could be deducted as a cost of doing

business. In writing his decision. Justice Iacobucci of the Supreme Court Majority devised



questions on the primary issues in Sxm=: v. B.c&iDaLl22Jl. The Supreme Coun minoricy

in~ v.~ also SauM these questions as issues in writing their decision:

1. [f ss.9. L8. and 63 of the Income Tax Act are not open [0 an
interpretation ocher than that full child care expenses of the
Appellant are not deductible as business expenses. does any pan.
of do any or all of lhese sections. infringe or deny rights guaranteed
by s.L5 of me Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms?
2. To the extent that the above sections of the Income Tax Act
infringe or deny !he rights and fR:edoms guaranteed by s. L5 of the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. an: these sections
justified by s.L of the Canadian Charu:r of Rights and Freedoms and
therefore not inconsistent with the Constitution Act. 1982?
(Symes(I9931. ItO, p.481)

2.7 Public debate OD the case

2.7.1 The National Acrloo Committee

"The Nanny ease" showed a range of positions within the women's movement.

Like Martha Friendly. chairperson of the chiJdcare committee of the National Action

Committee on the StaQJS of Women. agreed against the position of Symes that. "It would

have been very unforumate if the existing laX breaks had been extended and made available

to a very select and privileged group of people" (Cox 1993. Dec. L8: p.A8).

h is sometimes assumed that feminisu all share the same agenda and the same

ideology for achieving that agenda. [n l'aa, there are different kinds of feminisu. different

ideas on how to achieve feminist goals. and of course some women choose not [0 associate

themselves with feminism at all. [n this case. the interests of richer self-employed women

were at odds with the interests of poorer entrepreneurs. women who worked foc a salary.
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and unemployed persons. A decision in favour of rich women certainly would not have

benefited all Canadian women. This is one explanation for the sometimes slow progress

of women's rights - being such a large ponion of the population. women's interests are

not monolithic.

2.7.2 Lawyers

There has been much debare within the legal community regarding how women

lawyers who are also mothers should be treated in relation to their male counrerpartS. The

Wilson Report suggested that lawyers who are also mothers should have a shaner work

week than male lawyers while gening paid the same amount. Rob Martin took the

pe~ that Elizabeth Symes. and those who support her, are confused about the real

meaning of discrimination. Also referring to me Wilson Report he said - ... the benchers

have swallowed the fairy tale. central to the lheology of bourgeois feminism. that you

really can have it all, that you can have a family, be a parent, and Still make tons of money

as a high flying lawyer" (1993. Aug. 20: p.5). He feels that what Symes and other

feminist lawyers are asking for is unfair in that women lawyers are not a group which can

be considered disadvantaged. "'Their implication is that you should get paid the same

amount of money. but do less work- (1993. Aug. 20: p.S).

Self labelled "bourgeois feminist" and lawyer Marilyn G. Lee completely

disagrees. Lee argues that Martin's treatment of the issue was demeaning to both feminists
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and nannies. Funhermore. she states that because employment in the fonn of day<are

makes a contribution ro the Canadian economy. it should be viewed in the same manner

as olher forms of minimum wage employment. Spe:aking of her own childcare worker she

states:

My nanny contrtbutes to our economy by being employed and I
contribute to our economy by employing her. My nanny's income
tax deduction is $150 per month and our combined contribution
(employer and employee) to the unemployment insurance system
is $100 per month. Altogether_ ..contributing over $300 per month
to the economic system (such as it is) in this country 0993. April
)0, p.5).

In disagreement with Lee. Michael Nash argued••... there is a problem with the

day-care expense deduction but it is not the problem raised by the Chaner argument in the

Symes case. The problem is that the day-care expense deduction is set at a number which

does not encourage nannies to be paid what they are wonh~ (1993. May 28: p.$)_ Nash

then goes on to point out what he feels is a more appropriate solution ro me problem:

. __ it would be more helpful to increase me day-care expense
deduction to the level of a living wage, and then increase the
general rates of taxation on a progressive basis. That way,
employers of nannies would be encouraged ro pay nannies better
wages, and the richer members of society would make up the
revenue lost through increasing the deduction~ (1993. May 28:
p.5).

2.8 CoDclusioD

The onJy conclusion which can be drawn from this discussion of Canadian
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feminist political action is dw. equality rights in the Charter, has both positive and negative

aspectS. Entrenchment is obviously a very important means of protecting civil rights of the

citizens in a demoaaric society. Unfortunaxely, we must also deal widllhe reality mat civil

righlS are provided not only by die judiciary, but also within the context of a political

system. Certain individuals and groups have a SlaWS within the system which guarantees

dleir control. A guarantee of civil rights is only as effective. or as ineffective. as the

institutions which bestows those rights. Society is. after all, a venue of competing

interests. The government, by extension, must make decisions regarding the allocation of

resources between the interested parties. With the advent of the Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms. 1982. the judicial branch of government was given an increased role in the

allocation of such resources - in essence. a political function.

In spite of changes in judges' conceptualizations of equality, the result of

constiwtionally entren::hed rights has not been in the best interest of Canadian women. For

these reasons. feminist political action groups in this coumry must continue lobbying in

the political arena where the most important advances for Canadian women have

consistently been made.

Historically, political lobbying has been effective in rewriting old laws and

establishing new ones wh.ich provide special protections to meet the needs of Canadian

women. However. it is still imponant for women to achieve more female representation

in all branches. and levels of government, not only within the judiciary.
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Canadian women might be wise to bring more constitutional challenges to me

couns. Currently, most of the challenges are being brought by men who wish to strike

down laws which provide special protection and benefits to women. Consequently, the

resources of feminist political action groups, such as the Women's Legal Education and

Action Fund, are being earen up in answering litigation. Women might consider being

more pro-active as well as being reactive in using the COUrtS to advance their statuS.

Elizabeth Symes was pro-active in bringing the issue of tax deductible day-care for

business women ro the coum. However. in doing this she has the advantages of being a

prnaising lawyer. Most Canadian women would not bave access ro as much infonnation

on their constinnional righlS as she does. While it is positive that women lawyers are pro

active in bringing litigation. all Canadian women should have the same conditions in their

lives which would pc:nnit them to become more aware of their rights. The provision of

those conditions, including education of women on such issues, should be a priority for

women and men in this society.
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CHAPTER 3.0

Constitutional equality rights



3.1 Equality

There are various ways of concepwalizing equaBlY. In modem Canadian society.

these are arguably, more liberal than some of the interpretations which have been applied

across the world and throughout human history. For example, in the ancient Greek world.

Aristotle argued that some persons were nantrally intended lO be slaves. and women were

inherendy inferior to men. wilh me exception of men who were slaves. This line of

lhinking was common in ancient and medieval societies. and in the United States up until

1860. Historically, national origin was considered a mark of status, or justification for

enslavement. Widlin a conquering society. race was a source of superiority and privilege

(Feminist jurisprudence 1993. p.IS). This was consistent with the concepwalization of

equality as persons having similar physical traits being entitled [0 similar rreaunent.

The concept of numerical equality saw its birth with the rise of liberalism in

Western Europe. This movement began in the seventeenth century with advocates of the

recognition of universal naruraI rights and democr.uic constitutional government. For

perhaps the tkst time in the history of the western world. unequal D'eatment had to be

justified.. Political tlIeorists such as Hobbes, Locke. Rousseau. Kant and most of the major

thinkers of the Western tradition presumed the narura1 equality of all mm (Feminist

jurisprudence 1993. p.18). as opposed co the natural equality of all persons.

Three types of equality were written about by political theorist Ployvios Po[yviou:

formal. numerical, and nonnative equality:
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Put very simply, formal equality urges treating equals equally and
unequals unequally. [t has its origin in the writings of AristOtle.
The Supreme Court's decision in A....Q.......Ca v. .I...in:clIc, .. in
which it was decided that there had been no breach of equality
under the Canadian Bill of Rights as long as allinclian women
were treated equally. is an example of the formal equality approach.
If judges employ this perspective. they could apply the law
unevenly so Ioog as they were consistent within groups of ·equals~

- for example. lOOian women. seniors. pregnant women and so on
(Greene 1989. p.163).

There are variations on the approaches 10 numerical equality. The concept pre-

supposes dw ali human beings have ttaiB in comrnoo. and therefore should be treated with

the same srandards of decency. The most conservative approach to numerical equality is

the beliefdtat the rules of the economic system. socb as taxation law. should apply equally

co everyone. This is frequently referred co as equaJiry of right and is associated with

classical liberalism. A more liberal approach would be equalily ofcondition. This principle

advocates programs such as affumative action which. some believe. must be esw,lished

before all citizens has the same opportunity co make a profit in the market place. This is

an ideology that is frequently associated with reform liberalism (Greene 1989. p.163).

Advocates of nonnative equality. like those who suppan numericaJ equality,

believe that under ideal conditions human beings should be treated equally. Winstead of

asking. as the theories of numerical equality do. how far equality of treannent should

extend. they aaack the problem from the opposite direction" (Greene 1989, p.I64).

Normative theorists have attempted 10 establish acceptable conditions for justifiable

deviation from equality. Greene (1989) groups normative and numerical theorists together
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and refers 10 lheir dJeoriesjointly as social equality. -At the basis of social equality is the

idea that all human beings deserve to be treated as equals and tha.r: deparrures from chat

principle require convincing justification (Greene 1989. p.I64). Some examples of such

justifICation would be s.l of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms[19821, which

states tha.r: all rights in the Charter are subject to rt!4SOfUlbk limits. -Section 1 was intended

to provide judges with some direction in determining limits to Chaner rights- (Greene

1989. p.54).

To date, three important features of section l have emerged from judicial decisions on the

Chaner:

First, the phrase -demonstrably justified· places the onus on the
party wanting to limit a right (usually a government) to prove tha.r:
the limitation is reasonable. In the absence of evidence to the
contrary, judges will presume tha.r: a limit placed on a right is nor:
reasonable. Second. the phrase-prescribed by law· meam that the
limit must be "expressly provided for by statUte or regulation. or
results by necessary implication from the tenns of a sr.awre or
regulation or from its operating requirements. The limit may also
result from the application of a common law rule -. In other words,
under the rule of law, government may not take action. including
actKln to limit rights. except through law... Third, the Supreme
Coun of Canada has defined a test for what constiwtes a
-reasonable limit- (Greene 1989, pp,S4-SS).

The extent of those rusonable limits is detennined by judges who apply what is

known as the Oaks TesL -The Oaks test has twO key components. First. the objective of

the government in limiting the right must be of sufficient importance to society to justify

encroachment on me right. Second. the limit must be reasonable. and demonstrably
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justified in terms of not being out of proportion to the government objective~ (Greene

1989, p.55). The limit must therefore satisfy three criteria:

(a) it must be rationally connected to the government objective and
must oot be ·arbitrary or capricious·; (b) it should impair the right
as lime as is necessary to achieve the government objective; and (c)
even if all poirus above are satisfIed. the effects of the limit cannot
be out of proportion to what is accomplished by the government
objective - in other words. the cure cannot be allowed to be more
harmful than the disease (Greene 1989. p.55).

However. wh.ile the constitutional enttenchment of a civil rights document was lare:

[Q arrive on the scene in Canadian politics. one should not make the mistake of thinking

that civil rights had no importance in Canada before 1982. Nevertheless. one can easily

make that argument that gender equality was one civil right which remained vinually

unprotected prior to the institution of the Chaner. Gibson (1990) eltplains that:

Many of the protections guaranteed by the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms had been embodied in Canadian law long
before the Chance came into existence in 1982....the Chaner
simply gave constitutional status to rights and freedoms we had
enjoyed in practice for decades or for centuries. Although the form
of protection had been slrengthened. the substance of the right had
not changed. This was not the case with equality rights. The
egalitarian guarantees enshrined in section 15 of the Chaner were
new in substance as well as in form. The enactment of section 15
was a deliberate attempt to remedy the inadequacies of pre-exisring
legal protections of equality (p.l).

Gibson is likely referring to the fact that during and prior to the era of the Canadian Bill

of Rights[l960] the Canadian courts had been anything but liberal in their interpretation

of equality. As discussed earlier. prior to the case in which Mark Andrews v. tb.c.....l..a.w
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Scx;icQ' of BritiSh Columbia, equality was interpreted to mean that those persons sharing

similar characteristics. such as race or sex, were to be treated equally when compared to

the other members of the same group. Once again, this is referred to as formaJ equality.

Whereas, in the case brought by Mack Andrews. the Canadian Supreme Court switched

i~ interpretation of equality SO that all groups must now be treated equally, in relation to

all other groups. Again. mis is referred to as social equality.

3.2 Equality through 10",...

One way in which Canada has anempted to establish equality in recent years has

been to have representation of historically disadvantaged groups in the legal profession.

Canadian women. mioorities. and various other groups have been able to benefit from

opening the doors of law schools. Many law schools now have affirmative action programs

which ensure that approximately half of those studen~ entering in any given year are

female. Also. social action groups consistently lobby for improved representation of

women and minority groups within the judiciary. lbese are somewhat cona-oversial

pr2Clic::es. Some wouJd argue that it is pointless to attempt to achieve equality through the

representation of historically disadvantaged groups in the legal profession or on the bench.

They would argue that persons who attend law school typically have characteristics thal

set them apart from the rest of their group, and that they typically have more in common

with their law school classmates than their own gender or ethnic group.•... the class and
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character preferences built inw the triple hurdles of university entrance. law school

admission. and judicial recruitment, combined with me learned values of the legal

~professional project- irself. may seriously limit the immediate impact of women on the

bench" (McCorm;ck and Job 1993. 8(1]: p.147).

[n the latter part of Ute last decade. there was growing knowledge that it is difficult

for women to balance the demands of modJerhood and a law practice. This. combined with

the constitutionally entrenched guarantee of gender equality in the Canadian Charter of

RighlS and Freedoms[1982J, provided the impetus behind the increased demands on the

pan of women lawyers that the legal profession itself take Steps towards making it easier

for women lawyers to meet the demands of being a mother and practising lawyer. The

issue becam!= ever more important as fanner Supreme Court Justice Bertha Wilson was

assigned by the Canadian Bar Association to lead a taSk force on gender bias in the law.

The culmination of public debate on the issue came with the Symes case as it continued

to achieve public notoriety. "Mary Ebens. Symes' lawyer. argued thal childcare is a

necessary expense for self~mployed women. And such women are discriminated against

if they must pay expenses not faced by maJe counrerparu" (1993, March 3: p.Al).

Regarding the issue of minority and female representation within the judiciary,

many theories currently exist. One hypothesis, labelled che "pervasive difference

hypothesis" is in favour of appointing more female judges. and is based on the proposition

that women judges may emphasize connection and a moraJity of relationships rather than
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of abstract concepts such as logic, objectivity and neutnlity (Brockman 1993. 8[1):

p.150). This point was echoed by McCormick and Job:

...women professionals will bring with them different perspectives
on a limited number of issues (primarily. and possibly only, those
most directly related (Q gender roles in society) that this will have
some transitional impact in terms of reorientation of the law that
will maIce it more sensitive to groups and to concerns that have
historically been outsiders. after which gender differences in
professionaJ behaviour will be less imponanL .. Presumably the
outCOme will be a new status quo, one dw is based on the
participation of women as well as men (1993, 801: p. l37).

The first quantitative empirical data which were gathered for the purpose of

detennining whether the increasing number of women judges can acruaJly affect the

oucc:ome of cases. ran into a problem. The research was inconclusive. Even though more

female judges~ being appointed all the time. the researchers found that in Alberta there

were not enough cases involving women judges to provide an adequate data base on the

subject (McConnick and Job 1993. 8{1): p.135). Adding (Q the limitations of this data was

till!: fact that. the area of analysis had been a single Canadian province. and the research was

complered in a panicular kind ofcourt. that being the Irial and appeal levels of the Alberta

Supreme Court.

[R an effon to create a CORa-oiled environment. the researchers drew their

conclusions specifically from criminal law cases. They had this to say about the lack of

data which are available on female judges:

.••the oumber ofcases involving them is much lower than for male
trial judges ex male-onIy panels. A rather short run of unusual cases
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could badly skew the results, and analysis based on a longer time
period might generate different results. ft is also tt'Ue that the flt'St
cadre of women judges has had !O accommodare itself to a male
dominated profession, and may feel an even grearer obligation to
follow (and to be seen to follow) the ideology of neutrality and
objectivity which attaches to the bench... (McCormick and Job
1993.8[11' p.146).

McCormick and Job admit that their findings are merely a preliminary indication of how

female judges will behave in relation to their male counterparts. However, in her feminist

critique of this research, Joan Brockman argues mat any research would be so influenced

by the paaiarcby that exists in our society that. it would be unable w provide us with valid

information:

Legal systems reflect societal nonns, and so mey also reflect the
biases that exist within societies. A non-sexist legal system can only
be found in a norHexist society. Likewise. non-sexist research can
only be achieved in a non-sexist society. It is unlikely mat we can
look at sexism in law or sexism in the social sciences without also
examining sexism in society. Whether women judges will be more
compassionalC and amciliaIOry and less punitive than men. or more
concerned with connection and a morality of relationships man
abstraction are interesting Questions. From a feminist perspective,
these questions cannot be answered at me level of disconnected
abstraction engaged in by me authors (1993. 8[1): p.I64).

In response w Brockman's critique, McCormick: and Job do not address. but merely

point out once again that the data is only preliminary. Interestingly enough they also

comment on one of the methodologies suggested by Brockman who feels that the decisions

of are female justice be examined in order to establish that women judges do nOt respond

differently to specifIC legal issues. They note that this is an even less adequate dala base
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than one whK::h was originaJly provided by McCormick and Job. Examining me decisions

of one judge willlikcly tell you only about that particular judge.

From the evidence which is available at present. we cannot draw conclusions as to

how female judges will behave. and this case study only gives us information on how

women judges behaved in one particular case. Sxm=. v. Rcdmll22ll. tells us that gender

may influence how judges behave. However, for those who wish to answer the question

• Do women judges make a difference?". it will be a long time before enough data is

available. The preliminary data suggest mat, •... there is little statistically identifiable

difference in the performance of men and women judges. even on specific issues such as

sexual assault offenses ... • (McConnick: and Job 1992. 8[11: p.13S>. However. what

modest differences can be found are in the opposite direction of what has been suggested

by comparable research in the United States (McCormick and Job 1993.8(1): p.135).

3.3 The Cbarter and equality issues

Presumably the most basic issue lO be decided in ·The Nanny Case· was the

question of wbether or not the Charter need be employed in interpreting this case. The

feden.l government argued that the case was not an issue of equality. but of taX law. and

that Charter analysis need not be invoked in deciding the outcome of the case. The theory

behind this idea was a legal principle known as che slipp~ry slope. This theory argues chat

if Charter analysis was lO be applied to this issue then the courts would be putting
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themselves in a position of constantly being called upon to invoke the Charter in mation

issues. Day-care is arguably a matter of a somewhat personal narure, and many would

argue that personal Questions are not meant to be answered in the courts. If Charter

analysis was used in favour of Symes in this case then the coon would have opened itself

to a great deal of litigation whtch involved other more personal issues. Audrey Macklin

had this to say about the Charter analysis of the case:

One need not invoke section lS of the Charter to engage in or
justify an exercise of enlightened StlDJtory interpretation. While
recognition of childcare costs as business experL$eS raises certain
-flood ga.r.ed- cooc:ems. ram nc:K convinced that lhese concerns are
insurmountable. The jurisprudence surrounding definition of
business experL$eS suggests that the problem of line-drawing is
endemic to the entetprise, and I3X judges appear to be undaunted by
it in other circumstances. Concerns that deductions for child care
roday will lead down a slippery slope to deductions for food. shelter
and dolhing romorrow seem exaggerated (1992. S[20): p.SI4).

Macklin also deals with the issue of equality between on me one hand. me

unemployed. me salaried. and entrepreneurs with little profit, and men self-employed

women with substantiaJ profits. as opposed ro lhe issue of geoder equality. -Beyond the

material implications of Symes' claim. it is important ro recognize that her narrow and

self-interested approach can only fragment and weaken the movement by and on behalf of

all women. rich and poor, roward a comprehensive and accessible national day-care

program" (1992. S[20J: p.SlS).
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A point which is similar in that it also considers relatively poor women and which

continued to be raised throughout the debau: on the case was how the outcOme of the case

would affect nannies:

.. _the success of this claim would mean nothing to Ms. Simpson.
the woman who in 1985 worked ten hours a day and was paid the
equivalent of $5.13 per hour for taking care of Beth Symes two
daughters. Those concerned about the welfare of women who
purchase and who supply childcare services might query whether
tnpayen who stand to benefit from a full deduction for child care
expenses will feel any responsibility to aansfer part of these savings
to their employees in the fonn of higher wages (1992. 5[201:
p.515).

Of course. the most fundamental issue was the question of how the Canadian

judiciary is going to define the concep[ of equality_ A second question is mat of whether

[)[" not i[ is necessary to oonsider" the experierces of \IIOnJen when defining mis concept and

allocating power and rtSOUl'ttS. To answer these questions. the judges were faced wim the

taSk of detennining the relationships between men, women, work and childcace

(Symes[I9931. 110, p.482).

3.4 The ChatU:r analysis

3.4.1 The male ~ority

The majority opinion was written by Justice Iacobucci. with me oilier six male

judges concurring. He begins his Chaner analysis by asking whedter or not s.15(1) can be

applied to the Income Tax Act. This question arises from me notion that by subjecting the
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Income Tax Act 00 Charter analysis. one might risk "overshooting" the purposes of the

Charter. He answers this by Slating that, "...the danger of 'overshooting' relalCS not [0 the

Idnds of legislation which. are subject 00 the Charter. but 00 the proper interpretive

approach which courts should adopt as they imbue Charter rights and freedoms with

meaning... • (Symes[I993I. 110: p.550).

toe second issue which he dealt with was the question of whether or nOt the courts

should be ruling on difficult economic matters. Some have argued mat these manen are

better left to the legislawres. Justice lacobucci, claiming that the courts should nOt deal

with such questions. paine> out tha.c e •••support to Ihis position comes from cases in which

a degree ofdeference has been exhibited as pan of s.l Chaner analysis: see. e.g., PSAC

,. Canodfl (1987). 38 D.L.R. (4th)249 at pp.262-263 [1987] I S.C.R. 424. 87

C.L.L.C... " (Symes[l993l. llO: p.550). Iacobucci therefore decides thai: s.15(L) can

definitely be applied 00 the Act. He then proceeds to his analysis of s.15(l).

Much like Justice L'Heureux-Dube. lacobucci discusses the principle of the

similarly situafed test and the Andrews case which established mat this test should not be

employed in analysis of equality cases that are brought under the Chaner:

At the outset, it is important to realize that in order to detennine
whether particular facts demonstrate equality or inequality. ooe
must necessarily undertake a fonn of comparative analysis. For the
purposes of s. 15(1). Andrews. supra, has rejected that the analysis
should be governed by the comparison of similarly situated persons.
Section 15(1) guarantees more than formal equality; it guarantees
thai: equality will be mainly concerned with "the impact of the law
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on the individual Of the groups concerned- (Symes(19931. lLO:
p.5S1).

Justice Iacobucci discusses tlJ.e ruling of Justice McIntyre in tlJ.e Andrews case in

much more detail coming to the conclusion that the justification for discrimination must

be determined by the application of s.l of the Charter. Iacobucci acknowledges that, •... it

is clear that law may be discriminatory even if it is t'IO{ directly Of expressly

discriminatory. In other words. adverse effects discrimination is comprehended by

s.lS(I)... A finding of discrimination can be made even if there has been no intention to

discriminate- (Symes[l9931. 1l0: pp.SS2-SS3). He also points out. however. that

according to Justice McInaye. in order for a regulation to be considered discriminatory.

the group which it affectS must be considered a discra~ and intuitu minority. which he

borrowed from American jurisprudence. Hence. the coun must search for indications of

discrimination (Symes(19931. 1to: p.5S3).

Justice Iacobucci then considered the question of whether s.63 of the {ncome Tax

Act is discriminatory in that it prevents a deduction of childcare COSts as a business

expense. The answer which he provided was:

...through s.63. Parliament chose not ro deal with the exclusionary
interpretation placed upon ss.9. 18(l)(a)and (h), which has
traditionaJly precluded the deductibility of child care expenses.
Parliament chose instead to establish a separate system to address
such expenses. Having created such a system in s.63, however. the
relevant question is nO[ whether the government's response should
!lave been theoretically anached to the so-caJled normative
provisions located elsewhere in the Act. since the A.ct is silent with
respect to nonnative tax expenditure classifications. There is no
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Chaner -right" which demands that die [ncome Tat Aa label a
panicular deduction as a "business expense deduction- _ There is
only a right I(l ensure that. the Act's sysrematic response [0 childcare
expenses ~ coherent with the Charter (Symes[l993I. 110: pp.555
556).

Then being left with the question of whether or not section 63 can be declared uiJra

vires on the grounds that it violates section 15(1) of the Charter. Iacobucci examined the

language and the effect of the stature in order I(l derermme if discrimination exists. He

decided that the language used in section 63 in no way expressly limited the childcare

deduction to one gender or the other. However. in answer to the question of whether or

not the effect is discriminaIlxy. Iacobucci has this to say_ - __ . in order to establish such an

effect. it is not sufficient for the appellant to show that women disproponionarely bear the

burden ofdu-Idcare in society. Rather. she must show that women disproponionately pay

childcare expenses- (Symes[1993J, t 10: p.558)_ Only if women disproponionarely pay

such expenses can s.63 have any effect at all. since s.63's only effect is to limit the taX

deduction with respect to such expenses.

As previously mentioned. one of the key facts used in decennining whether or not

EIWlbeth Symes had suffered discrimination. was the fact that. she was a successful

practising lawyer. One article. published by The Globe and Maj!. referring to the decision

of !he Federal Court of Appeal tells us that she was accused of "trivializing- the Chaner's

equal rights protections in section 15 and that it could not acc:ept that she was a member

of a disadvantaged groupe (Fire 1993. Dec. 17: p.Al). lac:obucci argued that. -[n rejecting
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this conclusion. however, I wish to note that I do not reject that such a distinction might

be proved in another case. The appellant in this case belongs to a panicular sul>-group of

women, namely. married women who are entrepreneurs. (t is important to realize that her

evidentiary focus was skewed in this direction... • (Symes(I9931. 110: p.560). Iacobucci

blatantly suggested that Symes' elite social class prevented her from being discriminated

against. He funher makes the point that:

In another case, a different sul>-group of women with a different
evidentiary focus involving s.63 might well be able to demonsuate
that women are more likely than men to head single..parent
households. one can imagine that an adverse effects analysis
involving single mothers might well take a djfferem course. since
childcare expenses would thus disproportionately fall upon women
(Symes[I9931. Ito, p.560).

Iacobucci provides a lot of details about the kinds of information which an evidentiary

focus would require in order to win a case like this one. As to how fuwre case might be

decided, the proverbial door is left completely open:

.. .ifs.63 creares an a.::h:ecse effect upon women (or a sub-group) in
comparison with men (or a sub-group), the initial s. I5(l) inquiry
would have been satisfied: a distinction would have been found
upon the personal characteristic of the sex. In the second s. 15( I}
inquiry. however. the sex-based distinction could ooly be
discriminatocy with respect to eilhu women or men, not both. The
cla:inwv: would have to establish that the distinction had -the effect
of imposing a burden, obligation or disadvantage not imposed upon
others or of withholding or limiting access to opportunities, benefits
and advantages available to others- (Symes[l9931. t to: p.563).
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3.4.2, The female minority

TIle dissenting opinion of Justice Claire L'Heureux-Dube pointed out that the tax.

system may be a ·powerful tool· in blocking equality for women (Geddes 1993,6[1831:

p.3). L'Heureux·Dube started out her analysis by swing, "The goal ofs.l5 with regard

to gender, is the attainment of true substantive equality between men and women and. as

a consequence, the value of equality as enshrined in die Charter must be given

considerable weight in the case at hand" (Symes[I993J, I to: p.506). She dlen goes no to

state that. -Contrary to my colleague, however. I believe that an interpretation which

prevents Ms.Symes from deducting her childcare expenses as a business expense under the

Act resu([s in an infringement of her right to equality pursuant to s.15 of die Charter-

(Symes[I993I. 110, p.506).

L'Heureux-Dube. with Justice Beverly Mclachlin concurring, discussed the issue

of the similarly situated argument which was used in judging equality rights cases prior to

the entrenchment of the Chaner. The Supreme Coun majority in this case felt that a

imding in favour of Ms. Symes would have meant a return by the coon 10 the use of this

principle. Presumably they meant that Elizabeth Symes was asking to be aeated equaJly

in relation to other business persons and differently from me unemployed and salaried

persons. To this Justice L'Heureux-Dube said:

The fact that Ms. Symes has to compare herself to businessmen is
not, in my view, a return to the similarly situated test.. , Ms. Symes
is asking dw she be treated. equally independently of her sex, under
the Aer. She has provided ample evidence that women suffer the
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social oost of childcare and char: the expenses of chiIdcace which she
incurs. and has paid, is DOt a purely personal expense but is
incurred for the purpose of gaining or producing income from a
business. [0 my view, Ms. Symes suffers an acrual and calculable
loss as a result of not being able to deduct a legitimate business
expense which she irv::urs. The goal and the requirement of equality.
as set out by s.IS of the Chaner, makes it unacceptable that Ms.
Symes be denied the right to deduct her business expenses merely
because such expenses are DOt generaJly iocurred by businessmen.
Denial ofthcse deductions would ~tinJte discrimination under the
Act (Symcs[I993J. 110, pp507-S08).

L'HetnuX-Dube backs up this position by staring that. •...all women suffer severe

social and fmancial OOSts associated with child·bearing and rearing and that these costs are

incurred whether a woman is a self-employed small business owner. a lawyer. an

employee or a full·time Ilomemaker and care giver" (Symes[t993). 110: p.S08). She then

deals with the issue that income tax deductions for day.care, while helpful foc self-

employed women. may not be the best way to help women who work for a salary. As

such, income tax deductions help only those with a taxable income. She notes that such

deductions will not help the families who can not afford day-care in the lmt place.

Furthermore, the deduction will do nothing to improve the problem of the lack of day<are

facilities in this country (Symes[19931. ItO: pp.S08-509).

However. L'Heureux·Dube goes On to say thaI the Income Tax Act is a document

which is discriminatory in many ways, and that vertical equality between the salaried and

self-employed has never been maintained. "There has been no concern about this

dichotomy. however. with regard to other business deductions allowed under ss.9 and 18
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of the A.a and in my view, the differential rreatment of b\1Siness taXpayers and other

taxpayers is noc raised in this case- (Symes[1993}. itO: p.509). Of course. the issue

before the coon was not that of equality of class, but rather gender equality - pan.icularly

as it applies to business persons.

Of course, the majority were more than willing to use Ms. Symes' position as a

practising lawyer to claim that she was not in a position in which it was possible to be

discriminated against. However, as l\1Stice L'Heureux·Dube pointed out, in the case of

~ v. The Law Society of BritiSh Columbia, Mr. Andrews' privileged position as

a lawyer was never turned into an issue:

In A.ndre.vs, the coun did not look at the respondent and j\1Stify the
infringement of his rights under s. 15 on the basis that, in all other
aspects of his life, as a white male lawyer of British descent, such
discrimination on the basis of citizenship was acceptable since he
was bener off than most citizens. Neither can this be the standard
to which Ms. Symes is held. This is not a case about the
advantageo\1S positions in society some women garner as opposed
to other women, but. rather, an examination of the advantageous
position that businessmt'I'I, hold in relation to b\1Sinesswomt'n
(Symes(l9931. lIO, poStO).

Hence, one could argue that it was the Supreme Court majority which reverted back to the

similarly situated argument. while the minority decision remained U'Ue to the established

principle.

Finally, before going on to discuss how women are affected by the responsibilities

of childcare, l\1Stice L'Heureux-Dube discusses the el\1Sive issue of equality. "The proper

interpretive approach to issues of equality must recognize that a real solution to
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discrimination cannot be arrived at without incorporating the perspective of the group

suffering discrimination. In chis case. s.15 of me Chaner demands Wt me experience of

both men and women shape the definition of business expense" (Symes[l993J, LlO:

p.5l1).

3.5 Coostitutiooal law

Some critics have argued that no discrimination exists in this case because neidler

mcxhers or faIhers have ac.a:ss TO a tax deduction to cover the cost of day-care. However.

Audrey Macklin provides a conclusion which is similar to that which was evenwaJly

reached by the female members of the Canadian Supreme Court:

As a businesswoman who employs a childcare worker. Beth Symes
is similarly situated to incorporated businesses which offer child
care services TO their employees. yet she is denied me deduction for
childcare costs which eotporate employers can take. As a self
employed woman who pays a childcare worker so slle can generate
income as a lawyer. she is similarly sinwcd to the businessman who
pays club fees so he can mingle wim potential clients and generate
income as a lawyer yet he can deduct his expenditure and she
cannot (l992, 5[201' p.5 Il).

Macklin implies that this principle is inherently biassed against females. because by

definition women are oot similarly situated (0 men. For instance. a single mother who

ro::eives social assisrance and cannot get a job because she has no childcare. cannot point

to a similarly situated man. In facl:, the momer's wish is for resources that would help her

to become situated more as a man whose panicipation in me workforce is not precluded
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by child rearing responsibilities (as will be discussed further in Chapter 4). Thus. Macldin

claims that the teSt is designed to help £hose with the least disadvantage. and legitimizes

the unequal position of those who are most disadvantaged (pp.511-512).

Macldin is careful to point out that. ~tf the goal of section 15 in this context is co

redress the discriminatory impact of rax laws on members of disadvantaged group. there

can be no pretext for confining lhc: inquiry to section 18(1) of the Act. or the remedy co

business women~ (1992. 5[20): p.512)2. Some have argued that no gender discrimination

existed in £his case because the deduction available for day-care was the same for bom men

and women. However, the position consistently put fonh by feminists, the theme of

Macldin's article on the similarly situated test. and indeed a major point of mis thesis is

that men and women are not similarly sinaated. Using this test co determine gender

discrimination is pointless.

Macklin concludes her article on a similar note. She says that this case tells of the

conflicts within the women's movement itself. and of the tension between individual and

collective interests that are a pan of equality litigation. This is what she calls the bipolar

srrucrure of equal rights liIigtJlion. Macklin feels that private actors moving within the

system are left unaccountable 10 any larger constiwency outside the courtroom (1992,

5(20): pp. 517-517). She is once again raising me issue that has been a constant feature

~ Section 15 refen to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms[1982). while section
18(1) refers to the [ncome Tax Aet(l972l.
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in the debate over constiwtionally entrenched rights. Perhaps political action groups which

choose to bring judicial action should be more sensitive to the needs of working class or

low income citizens.

3.6 Conclusion

'The Symes case iIlustra1C5 very well me conclusions which were drawn in Chapter

Two. In a political system which provides constitutionally entrenched human rights. the

groups which. have achieved control of the system will also conuol the way in which the

concept of equality is interpreted. [n this particular instance. it seems that males have a

level of control in the judicial system which helped determined the outcome of the case.

It is possible that if the female perspective were more adequately represented then we

might be seeing very different ouccomes - a h.ypothesis which can oeither been proven nor

dis-proven. There are many different conceptions of equality and discrimination. These

concepts clearly meant very different things to the male and female judges sitting on the

Canadian Supreme Coun at the time when this decision was rendered.

WhiJe division aJong gender lines in this decision could have heen a coincidence.

we should also realize !hat it is entirely possible that these judges had different perspectives

which 'Nere determined by their experience of their respective gendered lives. among other

factors. Studies have heen done to determine whether femaJe judges acruaJly make a
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difference in the ourmme of a case. TIle studies were inconclusive and had used a method

and area of analysis lhat was different than the scope of this thesis.

While the courtS have shown tittle willingness to allow tax deductible day-care for

self~mployed women, the legislative branch of government might be an effective means

of remaking the law so that a woman's special role in childcare is better acknowledged.

As CSClblished in Olapter Two, politica1lobbying has proven to be an effective means of

achieving special legislative protections for women. The women's rights activists who

refused to suppon the position taken by Elizabeth Symes obviously realize that tax

deducnble day-care as a cost of doing business would not help Canadian women who are

most in need of chi1dcare aid. 'These activists would be wise to continue putting their time

and resources into lobbying the legislative branch of government, in addition to bringing

women's rights litigation to the courts so as to achieve reform that will benefit

unemployed, self-employed and salaried women. While a great deal has already been

achieved by the Canadian women's movement, obviously much work remains to be done.

Finally, political action groups who claim [Q represent certain segments of society

have been bringing judicial action in order to advance the Starns of their segment of

society. However, these organizations have no claim to legitimate representation of these

persons. This case illustrates how Elizabeth Symes was trying to have equality applied to

women in a certain way, yet it was obvious Symes more adequately represented self-
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employed lawyers than women. This demonstrates Macldin's point that there is a bipolar

SO'UCtlU'e to equal right litigation.
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CHAPTER 4.0

Day-care and

women in the paid labour force



The renn day-care refers to me care of children by someone other man a parent or

guardian. Usually it is required eimer because of the parent's employment. aaining or

educational commionents, or when a parent cannot care for a child because of a medical

condition (Shaw 1982, p.l). Today, as more and more momers are finding it necessary

to enter the paid labour force, the issue of who will care for children is in question, and

the issue of how much of the COSt should be covered by the government is also being

<>ised.

When the National Action Comminee on the Scarus of Women publicly opposed

Elizabeth Symes, its position was that if Symes were to win her case, it would do liale to

address the inadequacies of the day-care sysrem for women who were not independent

business persons who are above a certain level of income. In order co establish whether

Elizabeth Symes was justified in her argument, it is necessary co examine the siruation

regarding child care as it currendy exists for all Canadian women. (n the Symes case, the

argument was made that it is women who are primarily responsible for the care of

children. This has been the cause of dissatisfaction among women, especially those who

wish to panicipare in the paid labour force. Pupa (1988) agrees that day-.a.re is an issue

for all women who are mothers. ~CUlTtndy. the childcare issues crosses class lines

although the ec.onomic and sttuetural circumstances of middle class and career women are

subsrantially different from those of working class women, mere is little difference in their

childcare needs•.•" (p.221-222l.
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The National Action Committee(NAC) has argued fa. some time that the lack of

availability of quality day-care is an impediment [0 women's equality. "Foc feminists ..

an accessible flexj)le. publicly supported childcare system is a necessary fl!'St step [Oward

the achievement of equality in the workplace and in the family" (Pupa 1988. p.22D). It

has also been argued lhat inadequate day-care has negative consequences for our children.

Rifkin (199S) poinls out that. "With the majority of women now in the workforce, children

are becoming increasingly unanended in the home~ (p.234).

4.1 The evolution of day..etre

As with many features of the lives of modem women. the binh of day-<:are is

linked to the beginnings of the industtial revolution in Great Britain. This all important

event brought about many changes in both the public and privale sphere. Traditionally,

women had Stayed in the home while their husbands comrolled oc were employed in the

public spheres of government and business. However. with the advem of industria.lization

and urbanization, the urban homemaker's life was altered drastically. Because of

rechnological innovations such as the power washing machine, the vacuum cleaner, and

the gasoline stoVe. women had more leisure time on their hands. Also new in the lives of

women were grocery soores. bakeries, and department scores. These eliminated the need

for housewives with a large family income to can fruit and vegetables. bake bread, or sew

clothing (Bact:hi 1983. p.IS).
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With indusaiaJization a new relationship was fonning between t:he ramily and the

Not only were people learning to cope with new living
arrangements and fumUy forms in t:he ttansition from rural [(I urban
living. but they were compelled to work: under a new set of codes
and practices in the movement from independent farming and
slcilled crafumanship to co-operation on the production line. It was
during this progressive reform period. 1880-1920, that the
ideological foundations of the family's connection to the welfare
stare were laid (Pupa 1988. pp.213-213).

At this point in histOry it was assumed that the male head of the household would earn

enough to support the entire ramily:

...a male worker was paid a 'fumily wage' which he used 10 suppon
his wife and children. However. in practice. many working-class
families had difficulty surviving on one income sioce wages were
[ow in the early part of this century. Ironically. one of the facoors
which kept family wages low was the existence of a reserve army
ofcheap labour that could be used to replace unruly workers or to
meet die demands of busy times who could then be laid off without
difficulty. That reserve army was made up largely of married
working-class women... During the Depression this paradox became
particularly cruel: Employers could no longer afford men's high
wages. so many of them laid off men and hired women to replace
them (MacIvor L996. p.IOI).

Pupa (l988) agrees with this inrer:pretation. ~Wbile males were the primary wage earners,

wocking-<:Lass women and children entered. the wage labour market to supplement the maJe

income, 00 attain an adequate living standard. or simply to manage in the wake of crisis

such as illness. injury. or death. Such crisis sometimes forced working-class families to

give up their children to relatives, orphanages, or other instiruOOns...• (p.213). Shaw
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(1982) also agrees lhat. ·Women from low income families have always been obliged m

seek employment in the labour market out of economic necessity .. ~ (p.l). The need for

institutionalized day-care was becoming more and more obvious.

Often. in the absence of the mother older siblings or adult members of me

extended family would take pan in the responsibility of childcare. However. there was

clearly a need for another option (Shaw 1982. p.l). -Day-care in Canada was begun in the

mid-nineteenth century by religious, charitable and philanthropic groups m provide care

for the young children of working mOthers- (Mayfield 1990, p.5).

This establishment of day-care outside the home was pan of a greater middle-class

reform movement in order to provide care for the children of [he poor and the working-

class:

Implicn in this movement~ anti-feminist and anti-working-class
biases. Reformers and professional day-nursery workers believed
that these women lacked expenise in child management and care
and needed professionalized help. The professionals were seen as
more suitable to socialize children than were' neglectful' mothers
who chose to work outside the home. Moreover. the reformers
emphasized the importance of motherhood and the nonnaJcy of
women's place in the home. thereby pegging the families (and
particularly the mothers) of children in nurseries as abnormal (Pupo
1988. p.222).

Some comK1er what is ca.lled work related day-care to be the most advanced form

ofday~which currently exists. This refers m••... the involvement and support by an

employer. labour group. and other organizarion in the provision of childcare facility or the

delivery of a service for the children of employees or members- (Mayfield 1990, p.2).
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This form of day-care was first seen during the early days of the Industrial Revolution. As

poverty and the need f(X'" more workers in factories led to the entry of more females into

the paid labour force, "A few of the more enlightened factory owners or managers

provided schools or care for the youngest of the children... • (Mayfield 1990. p.5).

However, these factories were the exception and not the rule. and this fonn of day-care

was not common.

The Canadian government provided day-care when great numbers of women

entered the worlcforce during the Second World War, while the men were doing battle.

"The watershed event in the history of Canadian women's paid labour was World Was II.

Women's role as a reserve army of labour in the Canadian economy was clearly apparent

in the campaigns to recruit women into 'men's' jobs while the men were fighting the

.. " (Maclvor 1996, p.103).

Thousands of Canadian women, centred in Onrario and Quebec, worked in

munitions factories in order to meet the wartime demand, and other women entered

clerical jobs which had been vacared by men. Many of these women were wives and

modlers. Their entry into the paid Labour force directly contradicted the prevailing opinion

that a women woo worked outside the home was neglecting her husband. After the

government had drawn the available unmarried women into the paid labour force, it began

[0 recruit married women - some of which had children. "1lle results were dramatic. In

1939 there were over 600,000 women in the Canadian labour force, of whom LO percent
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were married; by L9441here were over a million women in the labour force, one-third of

them married- (MacIvor 1996, p.l03).

In L942 Canadians saw the passage of the federal-provincial Wartime Day

Nurseries Agreement, under which Ontario and Quebec set up day-care centres for the

children of female munitions wtrleIs. In fact, "Only a few thousand dJ.ildn:n were actually

enrolled in these nuneries, but the recognition by government that women needed help to

manage family and work: responsibilities marked a symbolic milestone in Canadian public

policy- (Maclvor 1996, p.l04).

Many women found they enjoyed the role of working mother, however the

government did not continue providing day-care once the men had returned from the war:

The government's efforts to reinforce traditional attitudes among
women, to persuade them to give up their jobs and become -happy
homemakers· were intensive. They included advenising campaigns
on radio. in newspapers and magazines, and via the National Film
Board. At the same time, scientific expertS were telling women that
their natural fulfilment lay in marriage and motherhood. and that
they risked temble physical and psychological problems if they
persisted in their ·un-natural" pursuirs of paid employment 
particularly if they remained single (Maclvor 1996, pp.l04-lOS).

However. at the same time economic reality in Canada was forcing women to enter me

paid labour force. Jenson (t996) agrees thal, "One of the most dramatic changes in

indusaial societies in the postwar years has been the shattering of the representation of the

'model worker' as a man earning enough to support his dependent family by working full

time, and with job security in indusay (p.92).
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As more and more women began entering the paid labour force. the question was

raised as to exactly what were the needs of children:

With inaeasing emphasis. especiaJly after the Second World War.
on the special needs of children and the social and education
benefits of pre-sc.hool shared childcare. coupled with the economic
necessity of the two-family pay<heques. organized. childcare
became more desirable within the middle classes. For working-class
and especially middle-class families, this represents a shift in
historical relations with the community (Pupo 1988. p.222).

The trend of women entering the paid labour force which began after the end of the

Second World War has continued. ~It was not until the mid-l9S0s chat middle-class women

began to go back to work. after their children had gone lO school or left home. In the 19605

and 19705 the number of years women spent at home sllrank steadily. By the 19805 the

majority of women stayed in the labour force throughout their child beating years~

(Maclvor 1996, p.l02>.

With more and more women entering the paid labour force out of economic

necessity. the issue of day-care came to public attention once again in the late 1960s and

early 19705. The RoyaJ Commission on the Swus of Women from 1967 to 1970 was a

formative event in the development ofCanad.ian government policy on women. The repon

dealt with many issues which continue to be prominent in the women's movement and

elsewhere. such as the family. the economy, taxation. immigration. education. the

participation of women in public life. and of course day-care (Levan 1996, p.320).
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The Canadian Govemment"s recognition of the growing importance of day-care

became clear in the 1980s:

The 1986 Report uf rhe Task Force on auld Care sysrematically
documents the need for affordable. accessible quality childcare. (t
makes 53 recommendations covering parental leaves. uaining for
childcare staff. information and resource banks. taxation issues.
subsidization, special needs groups, federal-provinc:ial cost-sharing.
licensing, and accessibility. Most of these recommendations.
however, are based on the privare nuclear model of single or two

parent families. The most critical problem identified by the Task
Force is the lack of space in licensed family homes or cenl:res.
Curre~tly, the vast majority - more than 80% - of children in
childcare are in unlicensed arrangements; therefore, responsibility
for monitoring supervision., and regulation faIls upon parents...
Quality of care varies and is not necessarily related to the possession
of a license, but rather may be related to the number of children in
the situation, ratio of care givers to children. and the working
conditions of the care giver... (Pupa 1988, pp. 222-223).

4.2 Day-care in Ca.aada today

This brings us to the current situation with day-care in Canada. The picture today

is one of government licensed day-care centres (although the number is inadequate), baby

sitters. and unsupervised in home family day-care:

Options roc parents include care in a centre, care in the family home
by a relative or sitter, or care in a sitter's or relative's home.
Centres may be operated on a profit or noo-profil basis and spaces
may be publicly subsidized. There are wide provincial variations in
the availability of any type of childcare, but four major issues are
apparent: quality, affordability, cost, and salaries and working
conditions of care givers. These issues underlie lobbyists'
programmes (Pupo 1988. p.223).
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[n this country aU day~ centreS must be licensed. This means meeting standards

set by the provincial governments and complying with regulations relating (Q records.

maintenance and safety. There are regular visits to cenrres by government personnel in

order to ensure that dtese standards are met. Administration of this program is shared-cost

with the tMeral government meeting an establistled percentage of the C05t and the baJance

being met by me province. Sometimes this is done in combination wilh a municipal

government (Harris and Melichercik 1986. p.170). The following passage descn"bes an

ideal day--are in mis coumry:

A day-care centre is a place lhat services. during the day. children
aged three and up ro the school years. through the use of a program
prepared by staff specially educated to wori:: with pre-school
children. The program attempts to ensure the children's physicaJ
well-being, to deepen their emotional growth, to stimulate their
social skills. and to promote me extension of their fnune of
refetence through experiences lha1 facilitate their conceptual growth
(Harris and Melichercik 1986, p.169).

However, even this ideal day-care does not even come close to meeting the needs of the

families especially because of the hours it is open and the lack of availability.

Parents with children who are of school age may require day-care after school

hours. 1lle economic necessity of having to work in a capitalist system does not go away

because of the hour of the day and of course it is iIIegaJ for children to be left unattended

in this country. -In fact, Child Welfare legislation across Canada States that children up

to the age of 12 years have to be provided with aJternative supervision in the absence of

their parents- (Shaw 1982, p.l).
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Also, while the sraff may be specially trained, this ttaining may be very limited.

Harris and Melichercik: say that, ~The staff in day-care centres varies in ttaining; some

have university degrees o~ early childhood education training provided by the centre~

(Shaw 1982. p_l70).

However, the greateSt problem by far with day-<:are in this countty is the lack of

availability. According to a study which was issued by Statistics Canada in 1992, there

were more than two and a half million Canadian children in need of some form of day-care

for at least an hour during an average week.. Roughly one in ten of these children can be

accommodated in a licensed childcare centre o~ family home (Madvor 1996. p.370).

Using these figures it is reasonable to assume that the availability of day.care greatly

exceeds the need. Furthermore, ~As women's panicipation rate in the paid labour force

approaches that of men in many countries, the "average' work.er is as likely to be female

as male" (Jenson 1996, p.92).

"Clearly, the demand for day-care in Canada far outstrips the supply of licensed.

approved day-care spaces. It is OQ( surprising, therefore, that there are long waiting lists

for day-care spaces. It is also no surprise that parents tum to other alternative fonns of

day- care for" their children, such as baby sitters am unsupervised family day-cares" (Shaw

1982, pp.4-S). However, the use of these different forms of day-care, certainly should not

be viewed as a reflection of the demand. Parents are not necessarily happy with the day·

care situation which their child is in:
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On lhe oonttary, studies have shown that more than 50% of parents
are dissatisfied with their day~ arrangements. Dissatisfaction is
panicularly high among those using unsupervised family day-care
or baby sitters. For most parents. in fact their flrst preference is to

have their children in day~e centres. but they have 00 use
different types of arrangements when they find chat group day-care
is not available (Shaw 1982. p.IO).

Of course inadequate or unavailable day-care has many implications for Canadian society.

and Canadian women in panicular:

The unmet need for non-parental quality childcare has several
important consequences. First a substantial number of children in
Canada may be receiving no supervision or minimal custodial
care... Second. the economic factors behind the increased labour
force participation of married women and lone-income mothers are
not likely to change. Unless women curtail reproduction even more
than current low levels. the demand for non·parenral childcare
should increase, not diminish. Third. the emphasis placed on
women as responsible for care giving causes many to resolve their
childcare crisis by leaving the labour force. Despite evidence which
suggests that younger women are leaving less frequently than are
older women and for shorter periods ... these exits can curtail the
occupations and income of women by reinforeing employer
stereotypes about women being intenninent employees and by
causing women to suffer reduced or lost seniority-related benefits
(Boyd 1988. pp.94).

[n the Symes case the question was which gender currently bears the cost of day-

care in this country. Although cost was never aetually defined. the plaintiffs side

continually put forward extrinsic evidence 00 suggest that child care requires a lot more

time from women than their maJe counterparts. The evidence which was presented to the

courts indicar.td that day<are is the COncU71 ofprimarily women. For men. it is likely chat

..me rts:pODSibility ofchildren 00es not impact the number of bours they work. Nor does
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it affect their ability 10 work- (Symes[l993], 110: p.492). Rifkin (1995) agrees with these

sentiments. He says. "11le increased stress of extended work schedules has been

panicularly burdensome for women workers. who are. more often than not Forced to

manage the household as well as hold down a forty-hour job- (p.234). Harman (l99S) says

that:

...while it is absolutely D'Ue that more and more men are doing
urvaid domesIi: labour in the home. women continue to do me bulk
of the housework.. When mey also worle. in the paid labour force.
they are often forced to work a -double day- - to do a full day's
work outside of home during the day, followed by the equivalent
amount of time doing the domestic labour required to keep the
household operating (p.253).

Very few men indicate that they make any work related decisions on the basis of

child-rearing responsibilities. The same can not be said of the many women. In fact. for

women SUcll a separation of family and work related responsibilities is a completely

unrealistic notion (Symes(l993]. 110: p.492). This was a point which Iustice L'Heureux-

Dube noted more than once in her wrinen decision. She quoted Dr. Armstrong as

restifying that •...research in Canada and. abroad has consistently demonsuated that women

remain primarily responsible for childcare and that this is so whether women work inside

or outside the home- (Symes[l993J. 110: p.512). Annstrong then refers to Susan

Crampton's study:

[n fact, Statistics Canada reports that working men are chiefly
responsible for childcace in only 6% of families ... Further. the
responsibility for cbildcare has also had a very real impact on
women's patterns of employment. According to Statistics Canada
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Family History Survey, ongoing childcare had a major impact on
the continuity of work for the majority of women but almost no
impact on men. This is consistent with research done on women in
manageriaJ and professional work: which identifies having children
as a major disruption in career patterns and as a problem for women
(Symes[l993J, liD, p.512).

Armsuong was not aware ofany similar research on men which identified raising children

as having a major impact on their careers. Specifically referring to day-care. she also

observed that •.•• the cost alone can consume a large portion of a woman's income. Self-

employed women do not differ significantly from women as a whole with respect to the

effect of childcare· (Symes[19931. L10: p.513). It is also interesting to note a point that

was made by Harman (1995) who says that. ·Women who are on the career ttaek may

delay childbearing !'or severa.I years. being aware of the cosu to their career. as well as [0

their financial sinJation, of having a child. Here. then. it is nO[ unusual to hear a woman

say, 'I can't afford to have children'· (p.250).

Specifically referring to female lawyers in Miring her decision. Justice L'Heureux-

Dube nored that •...male lawyers did not consistently report ma[ childcare had any impact

on their~...whereas female lawyers indicated mar. dIey suffered financial losses as a

result of child care responsibilities (Symes{l993I, 110: p.5I3). Apparently much dIe same

can be said of other profession.

Iacobucci, speaking for me majority of the Supreme Court argued mat we all have

a choice of whedler or 00[ to be responsible for children. To this L'Heureux-Dube

answered thar.:
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While there is a personal component ro child-raising, and while me
care of children may be personally rewarding, this ·choice· is a
choice unlike any others. This ·choice" is one from which all of
society benefits, yet much of the burden remains on the shoulders
of women. Women ·choose· to participate in an activity which is
nOt for lheir benefit alone, and in so doing they undertake a
function on behalf of society... The decision to have children is not

like any other ·consumption" decision. To descnbe the raising of
children in comparable terms to ·choosing' to purchase a certain
kind of automobile or live in a certain dwelling is simply untenable.
As well. the many complexities surrounding childcare make it
inappropriate to adopt the language of voluntary assumption of
costs. where those costs may in fact, be allocated in a
discriminatory fashion - the burden falling primarily on women
(5ymes[I993). 110, pp.49449S).

4.3 Women and poYerty

Although the evidence in~ v. Rc&inaU.22Jl appeared [0 focus on the social

costs of day-care for women, there is obviously an economic COSt involved as well.

According to Pupa (L988). ·One of the major focal points in the Cllln.nt Canadian

childcare movement is the cost, both direct and indirect. [() the families. women.

employers, and the state· (p.219). There is subsidization of day-care for lower income

families, however there are some problems with the way in which this program is currendy

being administered:

The current piecemeaJ system works to maintain class distinctions
and promotes divisiveness among women. Childcare has been
developed using the welfare principle of selectively subsidized
user-fee services. Assessment for eligibility for subsidy are
integrated with welfare services. Subsidized spaces are mainly in
non-profit centres. In fact. approximately 50$ of all childcare
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spaces in Canada are subsidized... Not only does this segregate
children by class. but it divides women (Pupo 1988. p.223).

Obviously. the most prevalent reason for day-care has been the enay of women

into the paid labour force. [n order to support dlelmelves and their families. many women.

including many with young children. find it necessary [Q enter the paid labour force:

Even among married women whose families are not close to the
poverty line. economic insecurity is a strOng motivatOr encouraging
labour force participation. This is a reflection not onJy of general
economic insecurity among middle income families. but of the
panicular insecurity of women who stay home to raise their
children. Such women receive no income for the work they do at
home. and they also lack: any adequate pension provisions. It is not
surprising then. that many women decide to seek employment and
take responsibility for their own economic fuwres (Shaw 1982.
p.3).

The point that more and more women are finding it necessary to enter the paid

labour force did not go unnoticed by the lega! counsel for E1izabem Symes. Expert witness

Dr. Panic:ia Armstrong indicaled that mere had been significant social change since the late

19701 and into the 19805. wim the influx of women into the workplace. Many of these

women were and are of child bearing years (Symes[l993], 1lO: pp.477-478).

Dr. ArmsO'Ong testified that dramatic and fundamental changes have
boen taking place in both che labour market and the family strucmre
over me past 40 years. [n 1951. only 24~ of Canadian women
pan:icipaIed in the labour force. By 1987, this number had risen to
56%... Further. the iocrease was most dramatic for women in their
childbearing years. with nearly three-quarters of women between
the ages of 16 and 44 being counted as members of t:he labour
foo::e, particu.larly in the 1980s. Today. a majority of women. even
t:hose wit:h very young children. are now in the labour force
(Symes[19931. llO: p.486).
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The single most important factor leading to increased female panicipation in the

labour force has been simple economics. According to Boyd (1988) there has been an

influx of married women in panicular into the paid labour force. One of the explanations

for Ihis ttend has been the demand for more labour associated with the move to a service

economy in the period following World War Two. However. financial need also plays a

role. ~Analyses of individual and family income disaibutions indicate that throughout the

1961s and 1970s incomes of hWibands alone could not mainrain the economic position of

their families~ (p.92).

However. the COSt of day-are was sometimes a factor which actually served as a

disincentive for women with children preventing them from entering the labour force:

A person who works in a paid job and has to pay for child-care
expenses. as well as transportation, clothing, and other work-related
expenses, is often worse off employed than on social assistance. A
study by the Social Planning Council of MetropOlitan Toromo.
published in 1986. concluded that most single mothers in that city
would have to find jobs paying $8 an hour. or twice Ute minimum
wage, to be bener off than they are on welfare (Gunderson and
MWizynski 1990. p.29)

As one can imagine. mese figures have changed since [his study was released in 1986, but

the cost of day-care remains as a disincentive to work outside the home for women who

are also mothers. According to Harman (1995). ~ ... many women cannot make enough

money in the paid labour force to pay someone else to look after their children, therefore

ensuring that they will stay at home. thus disadvantaging memselves when they do seek
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re-entr:y imo the labour force- (p.2S4). She echoes the argument made by Gunderson and

Muszynski:

Although me COSt of childcare varies regionally and me type of
service provided, it is reasonably safe (0 assume that an earner
would bave to be making a considerable amount more than me
minimum wage to justify hiring another person. In addition, a
worker requires an appropriate wardrobe and transportation, and
often must pay more money for meals than she would expend at
home. After taxes, it is not unusual ro hear a woman say, ~I can't
afford 10 work". What this means is that it wouki end up costing her
more ro work and hire someone ro look after her child than ro sray
at home and forfeit her income (Hannan 1995, p.250).

Also serving as a disincentive for women's entry into the paid labour force is me

gender gap belWeen me wages paid to men and. women. Despite the advances which

women are believed to have made, the gender gap in wages remains:

[n spite of the enormous growth in females labour panicipation, and
in spite of some women's success in breaking into male jobs. the
data clearly show that women continue to be segregated in many of
the jobs and induslJ'y divisions characterized by low recognized skill
requirements and low labour productivity levels. The labour force
is divided into women's work: and men's work. a situation that has
remained remarkably stable over fifty years covered by the last six
censuses (Annstrong 1994, p.4I).

Some argue that a low minimum wage plays a role in keeping women impoverished.

[ntereStinglyenough, •...women ace almosl twice as likely as men to be working for me

minimum wage established by law...Obviously, there ace not onJy men's jobs and

women's jobs bUlalso men's wages and women's wages (Armstrong 1994, p.45). Hannan
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(1995) claims that......women continue to make only 65 percent of the salaries that men

do' (p.250).

According to Annsttong (994), " .. in 1991 males who had grade eight or less

earned more than women with post-secondary certifICateS or diplomas. Job experience

cannot offer much of an explanation either. Women who had been in the job for a year in

1991 earned 70.1 percent of what men earned and those who had been in the job for six

to ren years earned 69.8 percent of what men with comparable experience earned" (p.44).

Some attribute the gender gap in wages to changes in the global marketplace.

"Restructuring for a global economy has meant the disappearance. of full-ome jobs in all

but the non-commercial services and services to business. Jobs disappeared in the primary

industries. in construction and manufacturing, in the disaibutive and wholesale trades 

in areas where men dominate" (Armstrong 1996. p.ll). This m:nd is having a negative

impact on women who wish to work outside the home. "AlmOSt all me full-time job

growth has been in the public sector. in areas where women dominate. Allhough men

suffered more in renns of full-time job-loss. they lOOk more than their share of new full

time and pan-time work in the femaJe-dominated attaS. In other words. some men are

moving into women's traditional areas and successfully competing with women"

(Armstrong. 1996. p.52).

The trend towards privati2ation has also had negative consequences for women who

wish to work ouaide the home. "Privatization had primarily served to create pan-time or
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stxxt-rerm, non-union jobs. and any new jobs in me 'dynamic' industries are likely to be

pan-time or pan-year and are likely to go to men (Armstrong 1996, p.53). Armsttong

(1996) sums up the changes which have occurred in me paid labour force by saying that,

·Women's and men's work have become more similar mainly because fewer people of

bom sexes have a choice about me kinds of paid work they take and because more of the

jobs are 'bad jobs'. Job insecurity, less union representation, less opportunity for

promotion or skill development, lower wages, and unemployment have come wim

globalization" (p.53). These sentiments have been echoed by Jenson (1996) who argues

that:

Part-time work, temporary work, and Iimited-term labour contraCts
have become increasingly prevalent in the private and public
sectors. Women are disproportionately found among workers wim
such non-standard conttaets, especially pan-time ones.
Funhermore, restructuring has meant that the percentage of the
labour force employed in industry has declined while that. in the
service sectof has burgeoned. The latter sector is, of course. me one
that employs women disproportionately (p.92).

Obviously, the co:sr of extending a business deduction to the cost of day-care of self

employed persons would not have done anything to reduce the cost of day-<:are for low

irv::ome families. [t would seem that an iR::rease in government funding for day-care to low

income families might be one means of lessening me effects of poverty_ Conservative

critics continue to argue against increasing the tax burden on all Canadians for the purpose

of making it easier for women to enter the paid labour force_ Many argue that it does llOt

make sense to subsidize a job which can be done by the mother.
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Some argue that at present there is a cuiIure ofpoverty that exists among low-

income families and that it causes those wno are born into poverty to accept that they will

remain poor throughout their lives:

For many Canadian who have grown up in poverty. !:he likelihood
of having a better life in their adulthood is remote. Some
sociologists have amibuted this to wnat they call the ·culture of
poverty-... By this they mean that poor families tend to develop
fatalistic values and attributions about their lot in life, devaluing
education., career aspirations and the usual middle<:lass definition
of success. 1bey develop a sense of hopelessness of ever getting oU[
of lheir sinJation and live with a type of survival memalily.This. in
tum, becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy in which failure is
inevitable and poverty is seen to cause more poverty (Harman 1995,
p.246).

However. in order to help break the cycle of poverty which currendy exists among low

income families and welfare recipients. it is necessary for day..care lO be more accessible

and more affordable.

The majority of me Supreme Coon did leave the 000r open for the cos[ of day-care

of a single mother to be deductible. since mis person would be at more of a disadvamage

than Elizabeth Symes. However. mos[ feminists would argue tha[ making day-care more

affordable is something which should 1lO[ be done using a tax deduction.

4.4 "lbe future of day-care

As was pointed out during the hearing of the Symes case, 70 percem of employed

momers with children younger than 6 yean of age, work full time. as do 75 percent of
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employed mothers with school-age children (6 - 15 years). Current forecasts suggest that

by the beginning of the twenty-first century. 88 percent of women aged 2S to 34 years will

be in the work force. This is noteworthy. since women aged 2S to 34 yean an: the group

most likely to have young children and thus to require day-care. It is reasonable to assume

then that the issue of day-care is likely to be a crucial one. for Canadian families. in the

fut= (Symes[I993I. 110, pp.486487).

TIle National Aaion Committee on the SlaWS of Women. has been careful in their

development of a policy on childcare. The discussion has had twO dimensions; there have

been discussions about home day~ and profit-making services versus a state-funded.

schoo(·like system. and discussion about who should pay and benefit - parents or stay-a[

home mothers. There was liale discussion by the National Action Committee of work

related day-care. which was frowned for tying women to their employer. The National

Action Committee came to support the position of the Day Care Advocacy Association

that, •...tax benefits given directly to parents are a wasu: of money and the least effective

way of developing a system of quality day-care services in Canada" (Vickers. Rankin. and

Appelle 1996. p.262). This particular feminist political action group appears to have

remained COnsWlt with its position on day-ean, as this policy is much like the public

position they held regarding Sm1cs.v.~.
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A point wnicn h.as frequently been made in reference to government funding of

day·care. is the argument that Canada's federal method of governing may be counter·

productive to acnieving universal day-care:

It h.as often been argued that Canada's division of powers leads (()
inaction in the area. of social policy. The provinc:es are responsible
for setting and enforcing sWldards for the quaJicy of care. Most of
the provincial governments also provide some financial assistance
co non-profit cnildcare centres in the form of operating grants or
Slart up grants. They may also subsidize care for children with
special needs. Because there h.as not been a national childcare
program. each province has set different standards. and some have
had very little money to contribute to childcare (Mac[vor 1996,
p.3?').

This had made it especiaHy difficult for feminist politicaJ action groups to achieve their

goaJ of a free universal day-care program for Canada.

4.5 CoDclusioD

The Symes case did oot come close to dealing with the most important issues

regarding day-care facing Canadian women in the 19905. That is the lack of availability

and the high cost - especially to low income families. In keeping with its tradition of

opposing income tax deductions as a means of making day-care more affordable. the

National Action Committee on the StaI11S of Women chose not (() suppon Elizabeth

Symes's position. They argued that a taX deduction for self-employed persons would noc

benefit the Canadian families who are most in need of funding for day-care.
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The most imponant child related issue for Canadian families is the lack of quality

day-care - a point which was confinned by Sr.atistics Canada in 1992. That is a problem

which can only be solved with more government involvement in the funding and providing

of access to day.are . According to the figures from a number of sources. most Canadian

women are unhappy with the typeS of care which are cu.rrendy available. Both Canadian

and American audlors suggest that their federal government have a histOry of being able

to provide for day-care during a period when women's labour was required in the paid

worle force. later when these counO'ies no longer required the extra labour. women were

asked to rerum to their traditional roles as housewives and mothers.

Many Canadian families are souggJing despemely to meet the costs of current day

care. Minimum wage is nowhere near high enough to ensure that a single parent is bener

off doing paid work: rather than on social assistance. thus creating a disincentive for single

parenlS to seek employment, particularly single mothers since females consistendy earn

less money than males in Canada. It is foreseeable that the Canadian government will have

to playa greater role in providing day~ as more and more Canadian women find it

necessary to enter me paid labour force in order lO suppon themselves and their families.

Government aid in the form of subsidizing the cost ofday~ for low iocome families

is already being done, however it currendy being administered within the welfare system

which serves to divide women who need day.care along class lines. Also, most subsidized
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spaces are in non-profit cenlreS which has the affect of segregating children according to

class.

Universal day~ is a service which feminist political action groups are lobbying

for. [n order foc this to occur the federal and provinciaJ governments must realize that

providing day-care is fundamental to the needs of their worle: force. However. it will

likely be a long time befoce there is universal day-care in Canada giving women the

freedom to earn a living which their male counterparts already seem to have.
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CHAYrER5.0

INCOME TAX LAW



One of the most fundamental po~ which is consistently made: by feminist political

action groups is that the laws which govern many oations have typically been made by

men. and consequently they are for men. and based on the experience of men. This chapter

is intended to focus on Canadian income taX law. and more specifically on how income

tax laws may ercourage or deter individuals from becoming independent business persons.

As more and more women are running their own businesses. the question arises as to how

existing tax laws and government programs can be made more eocoucaging to independent

business women. Elizabeth Symes argued that one way to accomplish this would be to

make day-care tax deductible as a business expense.

5.1 The Canadian taxation system

In this counay. all three levels of government are involved with Wtation.

Municipal govemmems tax for the purpose of policing. flCe stations. water and sewer

services. street lights. parks. garbage collection. and recrealion programs. Provincial

governments laX inw order to maintain roads. provide health care and education systems.

and programs such as social assistance and public housing. The federal government taxes

for the purpose of providing national defence. old age pensions. unemployment insurance.

overseas aid. and it is resJX>nsible for paying the interest on the national debt. maintaining

diplomatic international relations. and a civil service.•About 60% of all taxes ace levied
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by the federal government. The proviocial governments collect about 30%, and municipal

governments gather me remaining 10%* (fownson 1993. p.3).

"First, it is worth reiterating the principles lhat most tax experts agree should

govern any tax provisions or policies. Most tax experts subscribe to the following criteria:

equity, neuttality, economic efficiency and simplicity" (Ma1oney 1987, p.2). Many would

question the effectiveness of the various levels of government in their attempts at

accomplishing these principles. The women's rights advocates in this counery are

concerned in particular with !he principle of equity. In fact, many feminists point out that

the level of achieved equity is not acceptlble and that government's should go funher. As

discussed in Chapter Two, the concept of equality is at best a grey area. The same is erne

of tax equity:

Equity can be interpreted in twO ways. *Horizontal equity" means
that those in similar circumstanceS are a-eated equally... "Venica.l
equity" meam that people in different circumstances are aeared
appropriately, according to their differences. For example, venicaJ
equity requires that taxpayers with higher incomes pay a higher rate
of tax. In general, equity requires that the tax burden be shared
among all taxpayers, whether individuals or corporations, on the
basis of their ability to pay. The system is said to be fair, or
·progressive*, when me burden is lightest on mose who can least
afford to pay. Those at the higher end of me income scale are more
able to pay and are therefore expected to contnbute a higher
percentage of their iocome through l2Xes (Townson 1993. p.S).

As Townson notes, one way of looking at tax equity is one's ability to pay. This is a

recognition thai: the distnbution of wealth prior 10 taxation is unequal and that some people

are bener able to contnbute than others. Some people feel that this inequity should be
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reflected in tax law (Maloney t987, p.2). However, -Equality is not quire the same as

equity... Equality encompasses a broader perspective lhan simply economic well-being,

focussing on other social factors, such as age. sex and race, that are not necessarily

inherent in rraditional tax equity renns. As such, equality is an independently desired

objective... " (Maloney 1987, p.2). The background paper on Women and [ncgme Tax

Rcfm:m (1987), which was prepared by the Canadian Advisory Council on me Status of

Women. provides some definitions of equality as they pertain to tax law. -There are [wo

types of equality: rule (or formal) equality and results (or subslantive) equality. Rule

equality is satisfted by ensuring that there are no oven discriminatory sections in the

Income Tax Act. (the Act). Results equality requires more: the removal of sysremic

discriminatory provisions and porentially, affirmative action" (Maloney 1987. p.2).

The principle of neutrality has to do with economic efficiency and liberalism. This

principle requires that all types of income and activity be taxed equally in order (() ensure

that the choices oftaxpayen are not distoned. In other words, the government should not

base taxation on certain types of incomes or activities because they are deemed to be more

desirable or socially acceptable. This principle characterizes classical liberalism's

comrnianent to individual autonomy. However. even to classica1liberals. there are some

instanCeS where the paremaJism of the Stale is justifted (Maloney t987, p.3).

Another aspect of neutrality is the ooncept of economic efficiency. "This principle

requires that taxes be applied in such a way as to ensure that economic gains are
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maximized- (Maloney 1987. pp.3-4). For instaIK::e. iE is possible duough die ClXalion

system to correct - ... imperfections in die markeE sysrem by me imposiEion of penahies or

me awarding of bonuses (Maloney 1987. pp.3-4).

Finally, there is the principle of simplici[)'. This is to help ensure dw.lhe t:aXa.tion

system remains relatively inexpensive to adminisrer. Also. simplici[)' enables taxpayers to

undeEStand and comply with the provisions of me law which affecE memo However. as any

wc.payer can undoubEedly tell you. lax forms do nO[ achieve simplicity. Apparently the

goal of simplicity becomes increasingly diffICult U) meeL Also. iE is unfortUnate thal

simp1ici[)' may be achieved at the expense of equi[)' ror die simple reason thal when the

Income Tax ACE attempts to rake individuaJ circumstances into accounE. dlen me sysrem

becomes more complicared. (Maloney 1987. p.4).

Certain of these principles are saying is dw. a system of taxation should be fair. So.

bow fair is the Canadian system? Some would say thaE our system has become much less

progressive in recent years. and some would even go so far as to say thaE - ... dle principle

of basing laXes on the abili[)' to pay has been undermined- (Townson [993. p.7).

Reportt.dly. -[n me 1980s. the federal governmenE inU'Oduced a number of major changes

to the laX system. Aliliough key objectives [0 this laX reform were said to be Fairness and

simplicity. many people believed that [hese objectives were not meE- (Townson 1993. p.7).

For insmnce. diere has been an increased reliance on what are known as

consumpEion taxes. which are regressive. Instead of being based on abili[)' to pay.
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consumption taxes are based on what people purchase or consume. The Goods and

Services Tax. Provincial Sales Tax. or the most recent Harmonized Sales Tax would be

examples of consumption taxes. The f~lowing passages describes why consumption I3X

are regressive for low iocome persons:

An 8 % sales tax means that everyone pays a tax of 8 % on
everything they buy. [f two different people. say Jasmine and Ali.
each buy S5.000 worth of things in a year. they both pay $400 in
tax. Bue suppose Jasmine is a low-income earner and her annual
wages are only S15.000. The S400 tax she pays is 2.7% of her
annual salary. Let's suppose Ali is a high-income earner. making
$80.000 a year. The same amount of sales tax aanslares into only
0.5% of his annual salary (Townson 1993. p.7).

5.2 Women and income tax

This trend lOWaIrls a reliance on consumption taxes has particular significance for

women because women generally have lower incomes and must spend much of them on

necessities. Consumption taxes also penalize persons who live in high--cost urban areas.

•... the almost universal trend of adopting value-added taxes in the 1980s has been

recognized as a regressive policy initiative from the vantage point of the poor and women.

who. in global terms constitute the majority of the poor. Consumption taXes also

disproportionately impact on lower-income groups. who pay a larger chunk of d1eir

earnings through this tax (Bakker 1996. p.40).

To the extent that high-income earners are favoured by the tax
system. women for the most pan are disfavoured. This happens
directly and most vi5ibly because they cannot afford. to make use of
favourable provisions. But indirecdy. women have to bear the
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burden of tax breaks given to higher-income earners. who are
mainly men, because taxes generally must be higher than they
would otherwise be to compensate for the loss of revenue that tax
expendirures involve (Canadian Advisory Council on the Staws of
Women 1987. p.3).

Without a doubt. a disproportionate number of low-income taXpayers are women.

According to Phillips (1996) taxation practices in this country are in fact less progressive

than even the harshest critics have generally argued. Reportedly. apan from consumer

taXes income levels are almost always used as the sole indicator of one's ability to pay

which consequently ignores the additional social and economic benefits enjoyed by wealth

holders, and the disadvantages faced by those with little or no wealth. Since wealth is

distributed much more unequally than income, in relation to gender, the components of

the laX system may be seriously underestimating the taxable capacity of the wealthy, and

overestimating that of the poor. This situation has a greater negative impact on those

women who are disadvantaged relative to men in terms of wealth and income (p.151).

As pointed out in Chapter Three, there has been a significant increase in the

number of women in the paid labour force in recent decades. However. the increase in the

amount of money earned by women, has nOt kept pace. ~ As you are aware. the majority

of adult women now work: outside their homes. Among the younger generation of women

- those now between the ages of 20 and 44 - more than 73 % are labour force

participants. Almost six million Canadian women are now in the work force. But these
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women, by and large, do nO[ earn high salaries and dteir wages are not keeping up with

inflation (Canadian Advisory Council on dte Status of Women, 1987, p.4).

An ever increasing number of families ace now headed by single parents - more

often chan not that. tranSlares to single mothers. These families are among dte poorest of

the poor in mis country. The RccrOD Tax SCrOUD Presentcxt ro 'be: SwuvtiDV Cornrniuce

pn EinaR and Ecooornjc Affairs had mis to say about me issue: ~we are alarmed that the

poveny rate among single~nt famUies headed by women continues to increase sleadily,

so ihaI in 1985, 6O.4~ of single parent families headed by a woman who was under age

65 were poor~ (The Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women 1987, p.5). The

higher levels of poverty among families headed by women are the obvious result of twO

factors -me first being the gender gap in wages that sees women earning less money than

males with me same or similar levels of education and lhe second being the high COSt of

day-care, which is an issue for every working melher.

In recent years there has been research by governments and women's rights

organizations in order to provide the necessary infonnation for designing a more equitable

system of taxation. According to Bakker:

The Working Group on Women and Taxation of lhe Ontario Fair
Tax Commission has provided a useful set of guidelines for
assessing lhe fairness of the current laX structure from a gender
aware perspective... lbe impact of the laX system on women should
be measured, according to the Working Group's report, on whether
it increases economic inequality, reflects this inequality, or reduces
iL So, for example, women's primary responsibility for care giving
and lheir disproportiOnale share of unpaid household work ~raises
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questions about the design of the provisions in the taX system that
recognizes unpaid worle. the taX aeaunent of unpaid worle. me
impact of unpaid worlc on the design of subsidies for retirement
savings. and the recognition of the unequal division of unpaid work
between OJ.Stodial and non-custodiaI parents in the tax tteatment of
these paymentS... (1996. pp.41-42).

However. as already pointed out. tax deductions are noc: the best way to subsidize day-care

since it is mainly high income persons who benefit from tax deductions.

S.3 DeductiOD of day-care costs

Any individual who enters the paid labour force must take into consideration the

day to day costs of such things as el(tra transportation. clothing, and taxes. However, the

greatest work related expense that any individual can face is the cost of day-care. For a

person who can only work pan time. or a person who can only find a low paying job. the

extra cost of day-care can make the decision to work outSide the home economically

irrational. This can be an unfortunate siruation for families who ace trying to better their

siwation.

Continuing to add to this problem is the fact that, as poinred out in Chapter Two.

up until 1993 the locome Tax Act allowed a deduction of only $2,000 per child per year.

for up to four children, to a single parent or the spouse earning the lower income. This

amount is not nearly enough to encourage a parem with low~income earning potential to

seek work in the paid labour force (Maloney 1987. p.21).
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Maureen Maloney's publication Women and Incnrnc; Tax Rcfnnn (1987) takes me

position that:

The amount of me tax relief is inadequale: $2.000 is not nearly
sufficient to cover the yearly costs of childcare. A more realistic
figure should be intrOduced. A maximum amount should be
imposed. however. [0 ensure mar. expensive preferences are not
covered••• Thl'ee-quarterS of me COSt of an average childcare centre
of good quality would be an appropriate maximum. Furthennon:.
tax relief should be in the form of credit to ensure that all women
are equally subsidized for childcart COSts. regardless of the amount
of income they earned. The dollar figure should also be indexed to
ensure that the value of the subsidy is not eroded in periods of high
inflation (p.21).

[n 1993. the [ncome Tax Act was amended so thac the maximum allowable

deduction would be $5.000 for each eligible child under seven years of age. including

older children who have severe and prolonged mental or physical disabilities. For children

who are older than age seven and up to the age of fifteen years (including children with

a menw or physical disability) me maximum deduction was increased to $3,000 (Townson

1993. p.1S).

As was also pointed out in Chapter Three. there are a lack of quality day-care

facilities which meet government standards in lhis country. This has led women to ~k

more informal day<are arrangements. often with relatives. One consequence of informal

day-care is mar. the parents who use it are sometimes unable to provide the receipts which

qualify them for existing benefits and deductions. This explains why me National Action
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Committee does not suppon income tax deductions as a means of making day-care more

accessible (as was discussed in Chapter Four).

5.4 Questioas of law

Clearly. the field of taXation is a very complicated one and making a polx:y that

is fair is often difficult. For often what may look like an ex:cellent policy on the surface

may result in serious abuse of the system. Nowhere is this more evident than when one is

dealing with the issue of tax deductions available lO business persons. The potential for

abuse by such persons is almOSt staggering when one considers the number of such

deductions which are available.

At the time when the Canadian Supreme Coun rendered its decision on~ v.

~. it was possible for a business person to gain a deduction for such things

as entertaining a client over lunch provided that said business person could show receipts

which proved there was indeed a client present. It was possible (0 deduct fees for joining

a golf club. on che assumption that business meetings are often held over golf. Other

deductions which were available to business persons included a large house. driving an

ex:pensive eat. ex giving donations to charity. on the assumption that a such things help a

business person to mainrain a professional image.

Ms. Symes was well aware of these potential deductions as a practising lawyer. It

was her hope to have day-<:are costs included here. However in 1996 resnictions were put
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in place on such deductions for autOmobile expenses in 1996 (CGA Magazine 1996. 30(3):

p.12) and club dues are no longer always tax deducnble (The Financial Daily Post 1996.

9(30): p.32). Perhaps the public attention which the Symes case drew to income taX law

has had something to do with this change.

Always at me hean of taxarion is the issue of exactly what may qualify as a profit.

as only an expense which aids in the gaining of profit can quaJify for a taX deduction as

a cost of doing business. Justice L' Heureux-Dube dealt with this issue in her written

decision. -Profit, a1dJough not defined in the Act. has been interpreted to be a net concept.

The determination of profit is dependent upon the question of whether an expenditure is

a proper business expense to be included in the calculation of such net gain"

(Symes[l993l. llO: p.482). This has been expanded upon by such judges as Wilson and

even Cullen when writing his own interpretation of Symes. According to L'Heureux

Dulle. Bertha Wilson had this to say in a 1988 case which appl ied to the same issue. -The

only thing that matters is that the expenditures were a legitimate expense made in the

ordinary course of business with the intention that the company could generate a taxable

income some time in the future- (Symes(l993J, Ito: p.483).

The Federal Coun of Appeal obviously took a different point of view and

overtt1rT1ed Justice Cullen's decision in the lower coun. However. the dissenting side of

the Canadian Supreme Coun chose to agree with the Federal Coun. L'Heureux-Dube

justified this position by stating:
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I cannot agTee with the approach taken by the Federal Coon of
AppeaL What, in my view, has traditionally been recognized as a
·commercial need~, has everything to do with those who have
traditionally held positions in the commercial sphere - primarily
men. Further, a review of the developments in income tax
legislation and its interpret:ation clearly demoruittates that, as the
needs of those pursuing business have changed, the definition of
what constitutes a business expense has similarly expanded
(Symes(I993I. llO, p.484).

5.S The deeisiOD

5.5.1 The male majority

As taxation law can often be a confusing field. Iacobucci begins me statutory

interpretation section of his analysis with a brief explanation of me Canadian Income Tax

Act and how it affects most persons in this country:

Canadian residents pay tax pursuant to the basic charging
provisions. s.2(1) of the Aa. Therein. the taxability of residents is
established and made referable to me concept of "taxable income".
As set out in s.2(2), calculation of a taxpayer's ~raxable income·
fU'St involves detennining the taxpayer's ~income for me year".
That concept in tum, requires recourse to s.3 of the Aa. where. in
pan, it is established that to determine a taxpayer's income for a
taxation year requires that one compute the taxpayer's income from
each of several sources. As set out in s.3(a). one such source is
"income... from ...business· (Symes[I993J, 110: p.526).

lacobucci then discusses in more detail. dlose provisiorui of the Act applying

specifically [Q business persorui such as Elizabeth Symes:

First. by virtue of 5.9(1), a taxpayer's income from business is
stated to be the taxpayer's ·profit there from for the year~, ~profit·

being oowhere defined in the Aa. Second. s.18(1)(a) provides that
in computing business income. no deduction shall be made Of
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incurred by the taxpayer for the purpose of gaining ex producing
income~. Finally, in s.18(l)(h). a prohibition against deducting
"personal or living expenses~ is established. The proper approach
to these three provisions is the initia! point to be examined
(Symes[I9931. 110: p.527).

The maJe majority ruled that section 63 of the lnc:ome Tax Act eliminated childcare

expenses as a business deduction. To make day-care deducoble under s. L8. they said.

would have gone oompletely against. the intentions of Parliament when it created a specifIC

separate ~complete code~ to deaJ exclusively with day-care. Of course. this ruling raises

the question as to whether chi!dcace expenses could qualify as a business expense in the

absence of section 63 (Schmitz 1994. Jan. 28: p.4). Funher. Iacobucci wrote that even

dlough Ms. Symes proved that women d~roportionately bear the social cost of day-care.

this does 00l: necessarily mean that they bear the eronomic cost:

Mr. Justice Iacobucci acknowledges that Ms. Symes led ample
evidence which "conclusively demonstrates that women bear a
disproportionare share of the childcace burden in Canada". But
according EO the majority. "the 5.15(1) issue is whether 5.63 of the
lTAl has an adverse effect upon women in that it uninrentiona.lly
creates a distinction on the basis of sex~ (Schmitz 1994. Jan. 28:
p.4).

This interpretation of [acobucci's decision was echoed by The Calgary Herald article.

·Opinion divided on childcare vote. ~Justice Frank: Iacobucci said Symes failed ro prove

women pay childcare expenses more than men. He said paying for such care is a joint

responsibility of both parenlS and that allowing self-employed women to claim childcare

1 Income Tax Act
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as a business de.duction could lead to a situation where a family decides a woman will bear

all such costs for tax purposes. a choice that is more bookkeeping than reality- (I993.

Dec. 17, p.A3).

Cristin Schmitz. of lawyu's Wcc*ly, writes abOUlthe major reason for the finding

against Symes. -While the majority rejected the Charter argument for women like Ms.

Symes who are members of tw(>.parent families. they explicitly left open the door co

female single parents - most of whom ace poor - co bring a Charter s.l5 challenge co the

resrrieted. basic childcare deduction in s.63 of the ITA - (l994, Jan.28: pAl. According

to The GlObe: and Mail, the seven male judges took pairui to say they were not worried'

about I3Ckling the government over economic policy; a challenge based on discrimination

against a single mother might fare differently, they said. if evidence was presented that

childc:are expenses fall mosdy on them.. Low income families might successfully argue thaI

tax rules on childcare discriminate agairuit them, they observed (l993. Dec. 17: p.A2).

The majority felt that the question of which parent will care for the child is a

personal issue for the family and not a legal issue for the courts. -In most households

involving more than one supporting person. therefore, regardless of 'family decision'. the

law will impose the Iega1 duty to~ the burden of childcare c.xpc:nses, if not necessarily

a duty to share the childcare burden itself... - (Schmitz 1994, Jan. 28: pAl. An arnele of

The Globe and Mail also quoted Iacobucci as stating in his decision ·certainly there has

been no aaempt to involve the circumstances of low-income Canadians in this Chaner
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challenge~ (1993. Dec.17: p.A3). The author of this article felt this was. •...a pointed

reference to Ms. Symes's wealthy background R (The Globe and Mail 1993, Dec. 17:

p.A3) .

5.5.2 The fanale minority

The dissenting female minority saw the case in a much different light. They were

in favour of Symes' position arguing for the deduction and opposed to the argument that

s.63 of the Income Tax Act eliminated the possibility for deduction as a COSt of doing

business. Writing for the minority, Justice L'Heureux-Dube had this to say under the

Statutory interpretation section of the dissenting opinion. R'n my view, the logical

conchLSion to my colleague's analysis, although he does not state as such. is that ss.9.

18(1)(a) and (h) do not prevent the deduction of childcare expenses as a business expenseR

(Symes[l993l, 110: p.482). Cristin Schmitz restated L'Heureux-Dube's position:

The minority concluded that nothing in the wording of s.63 (the
basic childcare deduction) prevented the deduction of childcare
expenses under s.9(I). And even if s.63 was ambiguous in its effect
on s.9(I). under the general rules of statutory interpretation. any
ambiguity was to be resolved in the taXpayer's favour. Thus in the
absence of precise and clear wording in the Act on $.63 effect on
5.9(1). ~neral childcare expenses ... might co-exist with the
deduction ofchildcare expenses as business expenses... (1994. Jan.
28, p.5).

The minority opinion concluded that the intention of $.63 had originally been to help

To use it in order to deny women and their families help with the burden of
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childcare would go direcdy against the imention oftbe legis~ (Schmil2 1994. Jan. 28:

p.S).

L'Heureux-Dube. along with Justice Beverly Mclachlin. noted that business

deductions are available for cars. club dues. lavish entertainment. wining and dining

c1ienes and charitable donations: so why not childcare coses? According to~

&raid. the two women judges were fully in favour of Symes's claim that her childcare

was a legitimate business expense and therefore fully deducoble (1993. Dec. 17: p.A3).

As was stated in the written Supreme Coon of Canada minority opinion:

[n Royal Trust Co. v. Minister of National Revenue (l957), ... the
Exchequer Coon of Canada held that the appellant trust company
shouJd be able to deduct club dues and initiation fees paid on behalf
of ies executives and senior pe~nnel. The coun held that the
evidence proved conclusively that the practice of paying club dues
resulted in business from which the appellant gained or produced
income. In Friedland v. The Queen. (1989) ... the taxpayer was
allowed to deduct the expenses which he incurred for his Rolls
Royce and BMW. to the extent that these automobiles were used for
blL..iness (Symes(19931. 110: p.489).

TIley also justified this SW1Ce by stating that ~ •..the definition of business expense

is an outdated reflection of men's experience and doesn't recognize the mcxlern realities

of businesswomen... The real COSt incurred by businesswomen with children are no less

real. no less wonhy of consideration and no less incurred in order to gain or produce

income from business... • (1993. Dec. 17: p.A3). Again. it should be noted that there have

been changes regarding the deductions for driving luxury automobiles and club dues as a

COSt of doing business. Perhaps these changes were a result of the great deal of public
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anemion which was drawn to Canadian income tax practices during the bearing of mis

case. Nanually the line of reasoning which was put forth by the dissenting justices now

appears moot- However. some of the opinions which were put forward by the dissenting

justices may have rung true wim enough Canadians to suggest a need for change in how

we. as a society. wish to tax me business community.

L'Heureux-Dube points OUt that a judge's personal experience may sttOngly

influence their conclusions. including their interpretation of what may qualify as a business

expense:

When we look at case law concerning the interpretation of "business
expense", it is clear that this area of law is premised on the
traditional view of business as a male enterprise and that the concept
of a business expense has itself been constructed on me basis of me
needs of businessmen. This is neimer surprising nor a sinister
realization. as the evidence well ilIll.S1J"aIeS that it has moved into me
world of business as into other fields, such as law and medicine.
The definition of "business expense" was shaped to reflect the
experience of businessnu!n. and. the ways in which meyengaged in
business (Symes[I993). 110, p.490).

Showing her sympamy for the situation which is faced by femaJe lawyers.

L'Heureux-Dube felt that "00 disallow chiJdcare as a business expense clearly has a

differentiaJ impact on women, and we cannot simply pay lip service to equality and leave

intact an interpretation which privileges businessmen and which continues 00 deny the

needs of businesswomen wim children" (1993, Dec. I?: p.A3). As she stated in the case.

"Section 63 and 9{L). in my view, may co-exist. 1be fact that Parliament enacted a section

00 benefit all parent!; in the paid workforce without distinction does not prevent a taxpayer
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who is in business from deducting an expense which can be legitinwely claimed as a

business expense. Section 63 provides general relief to pareots, but oothiog in its wording

implies that deductiOrui available under section 9(1) are abolished or restricted in dtis

respect- (Symes[I993I. 110: p.497). This is fully in line widt her statement lhat one's

ability ro deduct a legitimate business expense incurred in order to gain or produce income

from business should not be based on one's sex. Any business persons would be entitled

to a deduction if he or she can prove that such expenses have been incurred for business

purposes. The reality, however, is that women are more likely to fulfill the role of sole or

primary care giver to children and as such it is they who incur and pay for such expenses

(Symes[I9931. 110, p.4SS).

5.6 Commeotal'y DO iDcome tax law

Ms. Symes' lawyer, Mary E:beru. felt that despite the majority opinion against

their case. it was still an important step forward for women's rights relating to income IU.

Eberts had this ro say:

In the Syff1i!S case, the government sought to immunize from
Chaner review basically all fiscaJ and taXation policy and they
weren't successful in doing that. .. lbat will have a major impact on
cases like the one that's coming up through the system involving
Suzanne Thibaudeau who is challenging the obligation of single
custodial mothers to pay tax on child suppon... (Schmitz L994, Jan.
28, p.5).
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A.Jx:Jtbtt lawyer argued that the decision endorsed an age old principle of taxation

law. "According to Symes. evidence that a deduction is ordinarily allowed as a business

elq)ense by accountants can be an indicaror that a particular kind of expendirure is widely

accepr.ed as a business expense" (Schmitz 1994, Jan. 28: p.4). Apparently. mis case helps

eslablish answers to questions mat wen: previously left open. "It gives guidance on die

1eg;aI test for "profit" under s.9<I). This will be partic:u1arly helpful in delennining whether

expendirures. such as oommuting expenses which have bom business and personal aspects

- but which are not specifically mentioned in the lTA - ace deductible" (Schmitz 1994,

Jan. 28: pAl.

This raises lhe question as to whedler dle Supreme Coun's use of "the profit test"

is a procedure lhal discriminates against women, in practice if not by intention.

"According (0 lhis leSt. expenses in:urred in order to 'approach' the income-producing

circle (clothing and commuting expenses, for example) are not deductible, while dlose

which are incurred wimin me circle itself are deductible" (p.S).

The article quotes law professor Vern Krishna of the University of Ottawa as

saying tha! "... the coon bas actuaJly expanded the possibility of deducting other business

expenses mat are not specifically prohibited or oonsttained by the Income Tar Act..

(Schmitz 1994, February: p.l). This time the author refers to "the purpose test":

..•at: the end oflhe day, the only test wttich applies is the "purpose"
test derived directly from ITAs language in s.18(1)(a): Were [he
expenses incurred for the purpose of gaining or producing income
from a business. Thus expenditures which have a business purpose.
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and which are not specifally consttained oc prohibited elsewhere
in the Act could qualify... This is an important shift in tax law
(Schmitt 1994, February: p.l).

5.7 Ibibawkau v. The Minister of Nation.1 Reyenue

Since the rendering of the Supreme Coon of Canada decision in~ v.

Rc&.ina!.l22ll, another case, which involves issues of women and taxation, has been

making tis way through the COUr1S. In May of 1994 the Canadian Federal Coon of AppeaJ

handed down its decision regarding tax deduction of child suppon payments by divorced

parents. The case, lJ:J.ihaudcau v. The Minister of National Reyenue looked at the

provisions of the Income Tax Act which provided that••.•. the payer of child or spousal

support (usually a male) is entitled to a tax deduaion while the recipient (usually a female)

must declare lhe money as tUable iocome- (The Toronto Stlr 1994, May 20: p.A23). The

effect of this law was to free up more disposable income with the man's deduction. than

the woman needed. to pay in taxes. Interestingly enough. "If the woman is in a higher

bracket than the man. the system aclUally harms the family as a whole. In the majority of

cases, however. the woman is in a lower bracket and the system provides an advamagc"

(The Toronto Star 1994, May 20: p.A23). Clearly, the Income Tax Act was weinen with

the traditional family in mind where the husband was the bread winner. h once again

became evident that changes to the Act were required as gender roles had changed and

consistently more women are entering the paid labour force.

Federal Coun Justice Gilles Leooumeau gave these as the reasons for his dissent:
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...statistics compiled by me Finance Department show mat 67
peroent of divorced families pay less tax on support payments under
the current regime man they would under me system proposed by
the coW't. If me court's judgement stands, two-mirds of divorced
families, which have been given a bit of an income tax break since
L942 to encourage fathers to make their support payments and lO
assist children of split homes. will find themselves paying moce
income tax (Ghemm 1994. May t l: p.AI8).

However. again the problem with the old regime was that it was written with traditional

notions of gender and family in mind.

Soon after the decision had been handed down. the federal government appealed

the decision to the Canadian Supreme Coun. Justice Minister Allan Rock had this to say.

* 'Yes I am concerned that £hose who regard this judgement as a victory for women might

say that the government is trying to snatch it back' ... But he added that the decision in me

Susan Thibaudeau case could. if left to stand. do more harm than good to custodial

parents. most of whom are women* (The Monttea1 Gazette 1994. May L9: p.BI).Once

again, the best solution appears to be passing new legislation rather lhan extending tax

deductions through the courts. and me federal government hoped {Q use the time it takes

to have an appeal heard to make appropriate changes to the Income Tax Act. However.

women's rights activists felt that me government had waited too long before deciding to

update the system. Lisa Addario, the director of legislation for the National Association

of Women and the law (NAWL) said that almough the current system of paying child

support had its problems· ... the government only has itself to blame for the complications

which the decision has raised- ('The Montreal Gazette 1994, May 19: p.Bt).
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5.8 CODdusion

The Canadian taXation system. like the laXation system in many other countries.

was initially designed by the upper echelons of society. As a result. the system is

inherently elitist. The system was also designed at a time when public life was dominated

by maJes. Consequently. it was also designed with the needs of male business persons in

mird. Heoc:e. by its very nature. the sys[Crn ofaxarion in this countty is not sympathetic

[() the needs of female business persons.

Extending business deductions to include those for day-care. may have been the

best way of n:forming the system so that it meets the needs of Canadian business women.

However. lhG would not have been l:he best meam ofrefonn for all Canadian families and

certainly not for all Canadian women. Elizabeth Symes' request would only have served

to make tuarion more sympalhetic to the needs of self-employed women. above a certain

level of income. such as practising lawyers - often fining into the elite distinction

themselves.

It was not appropriate to claim that a business person's day-care should be lax

deductible on the basis that sports cars. business lunches, and charitable donations are

already deductible for this group. However, if this case proved anything, it is that.

deducrions on the basis lhat they are a cost ofdoing business. have served to put money

into the pockers ofbusiness persons that an ordinary drizen would have to pay for. Adding

to this problem is the potential for abuse of such deductions. Perhaps the public attention
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which SxmJ:;s. v. Rq.ioa drew to Ihese practices. served as a car:alyst ror the changes to

income tax law which now disallows such deductions.
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CHAPTER 6.0

Conclusions

and recommendations



6.1 Obsenatioos

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms[l982] was an important step

forward in me protection of civil rights in this counrry. The Charter was perhaps most

imponam in redefining me way in which the Canadian judicial branch defines lhe concept

of equality. Women's rights activists who were involved wim constitutional talks which

led fa I:be entrenchment of civil rights in 1982 achieved tbeir most basic goal of rewording

the equal rights guarantee so that it would be applied bqore and under the law. Perhaps

even more important was the inclusion of an equal rights amendment which ensured that

gender equality would OOt be subject to the reasonable limitS prescribed in section one of

the constitutionaJ document.

In 1985. when section fifulen of me 01altrz rook fuJi effect. the Canadian Supreme

Coun did ultimately rethink: its interpretation of equality. The judiciary showed its

willingness fa accept lhe new application which feminist political action groups had fought

for. This signalled a huge shift from the application of equality as it had been under the

Canadian Bill of Rights[I960). The landmark case which formally established the

redefinition was thar: of Mi'dr David AndlJ:W' v. The: law fajc:ry of Jlnncr Canada. Much

like Elizabeth Symes. Mark: Andrews was a lawyer. and arguably not an individual who

could be considered disadvantaged. Yet. the Canadian Supreme Court ruled that he had

been discriminated against by being treated differently than a Canadian citizen. Ironically.

the oourt failed to determine that Andrews could !lOt be discriminated against because of
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his elite StanIS as a lawyer. as was clearly asserted by the dissenting judges in Sxmcs. v.

.Rc&ioaU.223l. There is a distinction between being denied the right to practice your

profession. and being denied me right to a taX deduction. however. since it is primarily

women who are responsible for the care of children. the issue of who will pay for day-care

is obviously an gender equality issue.

'The judiciary is a conservative institution and has shown itself to favour the elite.

however. it has also shown itSelf to favour me rights of men over the rights of women in

decision after decision. Perhaps the earliest example was -The Persons Case· in which the

Supreme Coun determined that a female could nOt sit on the Canadian Senate because

women did not qualify as a person. Fortunately. this decision was later overturned by the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, in London. However. the Supreme Coun's

tradition of re~ing to advance the starus of women continued throughout me L9705 wim

refusals to aclmowledge the native sratus of an Indian woman who married outside her

aibe. and its refusal to prov1de a new mod1er with unemployment insurance benefits when

she was fired after becoming pregnant. Obviously, the oouns an: slow to advocate change.

This judicial legacy of conservative behaviour may be with Canadians for some time to

come, notwithstanding the Court's enhanced powers under the Chaner.

For these reasons. judicial action has been. and likely will continue to be slow to

advance the statUS of women. This reJls us that the women's movement mUSl continue to

respond to anti-feminist litigation to at least tty to prevent any further loss of legislative
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protections to females. However, in order to actually advance the swus of women with

Iitigarion. it i's even more imponant that women become more pro-active in bringing pro

feminist constitutional challenges to the courts. At present Canadian women are mostly

reacting to the Iltigation that is brought by men. hence: trying to minimize the damage done

to rights Canadian women have already achieved. (t i's unfortunate thaI so few equality

rights challenges are brought by women. but even those that are. such as that taken by

Elizabeth Symes are not at all best suited to the economic needs of Canadian women.

Also. lobbying in the political arena continues to be ell:ttemely necessary. particularly for

the appointment of female judges in all levels of the judicial system. and indeed for the

representation of women throughout all branches of government. (n general. anempting

to facilitate the entry of women into the legal profession is certainly an importalU step

[awards bringing the women<entted perspective ro the practice of making law in lhis

country.

Day-care in lhis counay continues to be inadequate compared to the needs of

Canadian families. 10 order to counteract phenomena such as sell: segregation in die work

place and the gender gap in wages, it is cxO'emely important for day-care to become more

affordable, and more accessible. Since the Second World War when some Canadian

women went ro work in munitions facrories. there have been increasing amounts of female

participation in the paid labour force, outside the home. The primary reason for this has

been the fact that the so called "family wage- that was being earned by men was no long
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enough to support a family. Also there are many families which are headed by females,

and they are consistently among the poorest families in me country. This has been

aaribuo:d to the economic trends involved with glOOaJization. With the decline of industry,

and me move to a service economy, many jobs ace now low paying, part time. and

tempor.uy. The effects of such trends are being felt primarily by women.

The number of spaces that. are available in day<:are centres which meet government

sWldards is currently much less than dle number of children who require day-care. The

most accessible day-care is often an informal arrangement with a relative or siner who

provides childcare in their own home. Of course, such informal arrangements are not

requimilO meet me government sWldards for day-care centreS and the children who are

cared for in this manner may be receiving a level of care which is less than that which the

government advocates. Certainly these informal arrangemenrs are less than Canadian

parents themselves want for their chiIdre1. as is evident by the long waiting lists at centreS

allover the country. At present, the low minimum wage in combination with the high COSt

of day-care is the greatest disincentive [0 entering the paid work force which exisrs for a

parent of low income. This resullS in a - cycle of poverty- experienced by families who

are living on government assistance.

Regarding the Canadian taXation law, it is undoubtedly a system which has

developed by and for the elite in this country, and does not properly meet the needs of

working class families or the needs of Canadian women in the 19905. This was evident by
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the former law which aJlowed business persons fO deduct eighty pcrttnl of their

entertainment fees as a cost of doing business. The fact thaI this law has since been

changed is only funherevidence that it was unfair. The Canadian Supreme Coun majori[y

refused to extend this discriminatory privilege to women who require day-care. However.

as many commentators pointed out, discrimination can not be used to justify more

discrimination. Elizabeth Symes was only asking for the same privileges that have been

extended to her male co([eagues. however the Canadian Supreme Court detennined that

discriminarion can not be justiried even when it is being used to counteract discrimination

by bringing more women into the reid of law.

6.2 RecommeudatiODS

Given that the judiciary is an instiwtion which is slow to change. feminist political

action groups will have to lobby that much harder and that much longer for the

appointment of more female judges. Even though resulrs may be a long lime in coming.

there must be a continuous push to break into the ·old boys club- that currently existS in

all bratX:bes of government. There must also be oominuoos suppon and encouragement for

women to enter, and remain a pan of the legal profession. and this support must come

from within the legal profession itself. The need for more women lawyers appeared to be

taken very seriously by the Canadian Bar Association with the appoinnnent of former

Supreme Coun of Canada Justice. Bertha Wilson to lead a cask force to investigate gender
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inequaIity within the legal profession. However. none of the more radical suggestions of

the task: force have been implemented. The Canadian Bar Association did intervene in

~ v. &:&inaLl22Jl on me side of Elizabeth Symes and publicly supported h.er position

on the case. However. this support comes from the national level and true support of

women lawyers must come from both male and female lawyers within law flt1TlS. While

some of the changes which were advocated by the task: force of Bertha Wilson were

controversial. her report should be the starting point for dialogue between male and female

lawyers in every law flfl11 in the country. which the provincial Bar Associations should

encourage.

In order to effect change that is in the best interest of Canadian women. it is

necessary for Canadian women to realize that the judicial branch of government is now

available to them as a means of effecting change. However. they should not expect to

make great gains in the judiciary for a long while. It will be a long time before we see

more equal geAder representation in the judicial branch. and women's rights activists

would be wise to continue to put a great portion of their resources into lobbying the

legislative branch of governmenL

Key aroong the reforms needed for better prorection and education of our children

is the requirement for a higher standard of day-care. This means demanding quality day

care which is both accessible and affordable. Clearly. the solution best suited to the

Canadian working class would be for governments to open public day-care centres across'
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the country until the supply of care meetS the demands of working parents. There should

then be more subsidies to cover the cost of day-care available to Canadian families.

However, the program should oot be a.ssessed and administf:red within the welfare syslem.

Finally, the CanadianS~Court did leave the door open for a similar case to

be brought, perhaps by a single mother who can show that women not only bear most of

the social costs of childcare. but that they also bear most of the economic costs of day

care. Undoubtedly. Canadian women and the feminist movement in this country shouJd

take them up on their offer. as soon as an oppommity presents itself.
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